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The need for sheet metal forming using reconfigurable dies has increased due to rapid 
changes in part design to meet customer requirements, especially in the automotive industry. 
Reconfigurable dies have relatively low manufacturing cost compared with solid dies and 
the same tool can be readily changed to produce different parts. As in solid dies, defects can 
occur in parts produced using multi-point forming dies. These defects have negative effects 
on the quality characteristics of fabricated parts, such as deviation from target shape, 
wrinkling, and thickness variation.  The general aim of this study is to develop a 3-D FE 
model for multi-point forming dies using ABAQUS software and use this to study the effect 
of process parameters related to tool geometry such as radius of curvature of deformed parts, 
pin size, elastic cushion thickness and coefficient of friction. Doubly curved parts will be 
investigated in this research. The material properties for two blanks were determined for use 
as required parameters for the simulation analysis. Finite element models of the doubly 
curved forming process were developed and validated for two materials: DC05 steel sheet 
and 5251-O aluminium sheet. The mesh sensitivity, reliability of the numerical model, 
suitable blank holder force, effect of gap distance between punch and blank holder on the 
thickness distribution, and the corner defect were studied. A parametric study was carried to 
investigate the effect of certain parameters on the deviation from target shape, wrinkling, 
and thickness variation. A test rig for the experimental work was designed and 
manufactured. In parallel, experiments with the forming of doubly curved parts were 
conducted to validate the simulation results. The numerical analysis results were compared 
with the experimental results and good agreement was generally found. The methodology 
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developed in this research could help to build a reliable numerical model to predict the 
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Kf force loss coefficient of the cylinder 
θ angle with x-axis 
Fw input force 
Φ wedge incline angle 
μA coefficient of static friction between A 
μB coefficient of static friction between B and the horizontal wall 
V voltage 
Lp length of lamination 
Wp width of lamination 
Tp thickness of lamination 
g33 coefficient of piezoelectric voltage 
αf coefficient of linear thermal expansion of the frame material 
Ef elasticity modulus of the frame metal 
Af  total cross-sectional area of the element matrix in a plane normal to the 
loading 
Em elasticity modulus of the discrete pins 
T0 temperature to which the frame is cooled 
T initial hot temperature of the entire discrete die 
a Plate radius 
t thickness 
E0 buckling modulus 
Ep strain-hardening modulus 
𝜎1
𝑐𝑟 critical stress 
R radius of curvature 
p critical binder pressure 
α loading factor 
K strength coefficient of material 
ε0 pre-strain 
D bending stiffness 
w deflection bending 
Φ function of stress 
ɳ initial imperfection factor 
wo initial imperfection 
𝐾𝑒 elastic stiffness matrix 
𝜆𝑖 eigenvalues 
Kg differential initial stress 
ɸ𝑖 the i
th shape of buckling mode 
?̇? velocity 
?̈? acceleration 
M lumped mass matrix 
F vector of externally applied forces 
I vector of internal element forces 
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Ra normal anisotropy coefficient 
r0 plastic anisotropy in rolling direction 
r45 plastic anisotropy inclined 45o on rolling direction 
r90 plastic anisotropy perpendicular on rolling direction 
M mass 
C  coefficient of damping 
K spring stiffness 
Ζ factor of viscous damping 
⍵ system frequency 
L element dimension 
cd elastic wave speed 
G shear modules of elasticity 
ALLAE artificial strain energy 
ALLKE kinetic energy 
ALLIE internal energy 
N strain-hardening exponent 
𝞼 yield stress 
n Poisson ratio 
ε true strain 
C01 , C10 temperature dependent material properties 
I1 ,I2 First and second invariants of the deviatoric 
RMSE Root mean square error 
z maximum amplitude of wrinkling wave 
?̅? mean of the data set 
q response 
k0 –k14  process parameters coefficient 
A plastic cushion thickness 
B coefficient of friction 
C pin size 
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1.1 Background on multi-point forming  
Sheet metal forming is a manufacturing process in which a metallic sheet is deformed 
plastically by tools without metal removal. The main target of the sheet forming process is 
to produce semi-finished products with high quality and at low cost; such products include 
car body part and many others industrial components. In recent years, demand is changing 
from mass production toward batch production to be more compatible with market 
requirements and flexible manufacturing systems. Hence, there is much research being 
undertaken to develop discrete dies to replace solid dies, because the latter are not suitable 
for limited production, being more costly and time-consuming to produce, especially for 
complex die surfaces [1]. Multi-point forming is a method used for sheet metal forming 
utilising a press machine with a reconfigurable discrete die. The idea of constructing a die to 
form a sheet using discrete pins and surface shape control was initially presented nearly 50 
years ago [2]. This initial die was composed of a matrix of square steel pins which were 
moved along their longitudinal axis using servo motors and then locked in place by applying 
pressure on the sides [3]. The contact between sheet and die is the pin points, this can lead to 
indents on the sheet which are called dimpling. To avoid dimpling, after the discrete die is 
clamped a sheet of elastic material such as ethylene vinyl acetate, which acts as an elastic 
cushion, is placed between the metal sheet and the pins. The material type and thickness has 
important effects on shape accuracy and product quality [4]. Wrinkling of the sheet metal 
can also occur on the deformed parts as the results of compressive stress as the punch pushes 




To reduce the cost and cycle time in fabrication of the conventional stamping die, MPF die 
has been developed based on the discretization of the die. In MPF die, the fixed shape 
matched-dies of conventional stamping are replaced by a pair of opposed matrices of 
movable punch elements. Using multi-point matched-dies generated by punch matrices, a 
variety of three-dimensional sheet parts of different shapes can be produced. For that, this 
study will focus on investigating multipoint forming process and some defects to improve 
the deformed parts quality. 
 
1.2 Aims and objectives 
1.2.1 General aims 
The multi-point forming process will be numerically simulated using finite element (FE) 
modelling and the model will be validated against experimental data. The general aim of this 
research is to develop a 3-D FE model for a discrete die using ABAQUS software. This 
model will be used to study the effect of certain of the process parameters related to tool 
geometry and their effect on wrinkling phenomenon (such as radius of curvature, pin size, 
elastic cushion thickness, and coefficient of friction). In parallel, an empirical model will be 
developed to predict wrinkling, maximum deviation from target shape and thickness 
variation for doubly curved parts. Figure ‎1.1shows a doubly curved part. 
 




1.2.2 Main objectives 
a. Develop a multi-point forming die with square pin size 10 mm to validate the numerical      
     models (Details of dimension are shown in Appendix A).  
b. Determine the mechanical properties and anisotropy coefficients for DC05 steel sheet and 
5251- aluminium alloy sheet. 
c. Develop 3-D numerical models for the multi-point forming process to study wrinkling, 
deviation from target shape, and thickness variation in doubly curved parts. 
d. Study the influence of main tool surface parameters which are represented in radius of 
curvature, friction, elastic cushion thickness, and pin size on the wrinkling, deviation 
from target shape, and thickness.  
e. Develop an empirical model to predict wrinkling, maximum deviation from target shape 
and thickness variation for the doubly curved sheet forming process. 
f.  Investigate the relationship between the wrinkling phenomenon and thickness variation 
on deformed sheets. 




a. The development of a more detailed Finite Element modelling for Multi-point Forming 
process.  
 
b.‎ Clarify‎the‎ effect‎o f‎pin‎siz e‎on‎qua lity‎ characteristics,‎b y‎usi ng‎small ‎pin‎cr oss‎sec tion‎in‎
MPF‎proc ess. 
c.‎ Using‎th e‎sim ulation‎t o‎pre dict‎the‎qua lity‎c haracteristics‎of ‎MP F‎p rocess‎produc ts. 




1.3 Methodology  
Figure ‎1.2 shows the work flow and methodology of this study in stages. 
Stage 1: Develop a multi-point forming tool with pin size 10 mm. The total number of pins      
              is 600, arranged as a matrix of 20x30 pins. 
Stage 2: Determine the mechanical properties of the material to be used in the experimental               
              work using the Zwick tensile test machine. 
Stage 3: Develop a numerical model for the multi-point forming process with and without a 
blank holder using ABAQUS software. 
Stage 4: Carry out the experimental work using the developed tool to validate the numerical   
               results. 
Stage 5: Compare numerical and experimental results.  
 






1.4 Outline of thesis 
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Following this introduction chapter, chapter 2 
gives an overview of multi-point forming which includes reconfigurable pin tooling, surface 
regularity, multi-point forming defects, and analytical approaches. Chapter 3 explains the 
development of the design of multi-point forming tooling and the measurements apparatus 
which is used to evaluate the deformations of deformed parts. Chapter 4 presents the results 
of tests made to determine the behaviour of DC05 steel sheet and 5251-“O”‎a luminium‎sh eet‎
under tensile load, plastic anisotropy, and behaviour of polyurethane shore A-90 under 
uniaxial compression test. It also presents the numerical simulation used to study the effect 
of process parameters. Chapter 5 covers the optimisation of process parameters radius of 
curvature, friction, elastic cushion thickness, and pin size to determine which one of them 
has the most effect on wrinkling, deviation from target shape and thickness variation. The 
chapter develops an empirical model to predict the wrinkling, maximum deviation from 
target shape, and thickness variation for the doubly curved sheet forming process. Chapter 6 
relates to a numerical study of wrinkling and thickness variation, and the relation between 
them. The results of the experimental work are reported and numerical and experimental 
results are discussed and compared. Chapter 7 summarises this investigation, draws 










2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
With the technological development of production processes in sheet metal forming and the 
requirement to reduce manufacturing costs, it became necessary to find a flexible process 
suitable for batch production of products of different shapes. Thus, flexible tooling designs 
have been developed, such as, the discrete die [5, 6], flexible stretch forming [3, 7, 8], and 
the use of rubber pad forming [9, 10]. One important development is the Multi-Point 
Forming (MPF) process, an advanced technology for the manufacturing of 3-D sheet metal 
parts, which has become a necessity in the metal forming industry. A MPF tool is complex 
and its design must pass through many different stages before it is finally assembled. This 
chapter will present a summary of previous research in MPF and Figure ‎1.1 shows the four 
main sections of the literature review. Included are: reconfigurable pin tooling, surface 




Figure ‎2.1 Literature review chart 
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2.1 Reconfigurable pin tooling 
A reconfigurable die is a flexible tool that can be used in forming the 3-D surface of sheet 
metal, and the same tool can be readily changed to produce different parts. The concept of 
reconfigurable tooling for flexible production was suggested by Hardt of Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology [1, 2]. The die is formed from different parts, such as the pins which 
move perpendicularly on the fixing plate, the pin fixing plate and pin supports. There are 
two main types of reconfigurable die constructions: the separated pin matrix and the densely 
packed pin matrix as shown in Figure 2.2 [11, 12].  
 
 
Figure ‎2.2 (a) Discrete die with separated pins  (b) Densely packed pins [11] 
 
 
2.1.1 Shape of pin cross-section 
The pins are an important element of the MPF die and can have different cross-sectional 
shapes. Four cross-sectional shapes used by previous investigations are: hexagonal cross-
section [12, 13], square cross-section [11, 14], triangular cross-section [15] and circular 
cross-section [16, 17] as shown in Figure ‎2.3.  Threaded circular cross-section pin [18], have 




Figure ‎2.3 Pin cross-sections: (a) Hexagonal cross-section [15], (b) Square cross-section         
                  [15], (c) Triangle cross section [15], (d) Circular cross-section [15], and  
                                                (e)  Threaded cross section [18]  
 
Pin cross-section has a significant effect on quality of fabrication because if the pin cross-
sectional shape means the pins tessellate well they can be clamping together in a matrix 
without gaps between them, e.g. square pins, while with circular and threaded pins there are 
small gaps. Reducing the gaps between pins make the die more rigid and better able 
withstand forming forces.  
 
2.1.2 Shape and material of pin tip   
The geometrical shape of pin tips has a significant effect on the product surface quality. The 
contact between the die pins and metal sheet is point-to-surface contact so the tip of the pin 
must be smooth to avoid making any unwanted marks in the sheet during forming. The 
radius‎ of‎ the‎ pin‎ tip‎ must‎ be‎ at‎ least‎ equal‎ to‎ the‎ half‎ dimension‎ of‎ the‎ pin’s‎ cross-section 
[11]. For that, the pin tip shape should be hemispherical, a partial hemisphere or a hemi-
ellipsoid, as shown in Figure ‎2.4 [19]. 
 
Figure ‎2.4 Pin tip shapes (a) Hemisphere, (b) Partial hemisphere,  




However, producing a hemispherical pin tip is easier than producing a hemi-ellipsoidal tip, 
but the dimpling would be observed more easily [19]. Moreover, the variety of possible die 
curvatures will be limited if the radius of pin tip is larger [20].  
It is possible that some pin tips can be replaced and/or reconfigured as required by the 
surface shape. Inserts can be threaded into the tips of hollowed out pins and placed in key 
positions as required [18], and reconfigurable rubber tipped pins are shown in Figure ‎2.5 
[21]. 
   
Figure ‎2.5 Reconfigurable rubber tipped pins [21]  
 
Another method for improving pin tip performance is the provision for cold/hot gases flow 
through the honeycomb panel between the pins and through holes on the pin tip itself [22]. 
To increase the forming efficiency and avoid damage to products, Papazian [23] improved 
the tip of the pin by fabricated it from rubber, these pins could be concave or convex in 
shape, or have a cavity which contained pressurised gas or a spring. Some pin tips use a 
swivel ball, which is suitable for use when the direction of the force is not vertical on the 





Figure ‎2.6 Various pin tip concepts [23, 24]  
a- Rubber tip (Solid), b- Rubber tip (Cavity), c- Rubber tip (with springs), d- Metal tip 
(Spherical), (e, f, g, and h) Metal tips with swivel ball 
 
 
2.1.3 Pin density 
Pins density is the number of pins in a unit area of the multi-point forming die. There are 
two factors affecting die pin density, pin arrangement, and pin shape and size. According to 
previous investigations, pins arrangements for multi-point tooling can be divided into two 
groups: a matrix of separated pins and matrix of densely packed pins. Figure ‎2.7 shows pin 
tooling with a uniform space between circular pins (matrix of separated pins), and without 
space between circular pins (matrix of densely packed pins). In matrix of densely packed 
pins it is obvious that for pins of the same shape and size the density of pins is higher than 
for a matrix of separated pins. Thus the shape of the die pin has an essential role in 
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determining pin density. All pin cross-section shapes can be arranged as a close-packed 
matrix because in such an arrangement the pins support each other and are better able to 
withstand high forming loads. However, the gaps between pins are different from one cross-
section to another. However, the lack of separation between pins makes adjustment of 
individual pins more difficult. 
 
Figure ‎2.7 (a) Pin tooling with uniform space            (b) Pin tooling without space 
              between pins [25]                                                        between pins [17] 
 
 
Common close-packed pin arrangements are; hexagonal (or diagonal) packing and square 
(or rectangular) packing, see Figure 2.8. Rectangular packing is more suitable for square and 
circular cross-section pins, however, FE analysis showed that for a reconfigurable die, 
diagonal packing is the more efficient arrangement [26]. Increasing the number of pins per 
unit area may reduce both dimpling and error in the deformed shape [20]. Figure ‎2.9 shows 
how the size of the pin has effects the pin density, obviously, the pin density increases with 








Figure ‎2.9 Pin size effect on die pin density [20] 
 
 
2.1.4 Methods of pin adjustment 
Different methods have developed for pins adjustment; mechanical (lead screw) and fluid 
pressure (hydraulic or pneumatic) methods need numerical control to set the shape of the 
pins before they are clamped as a rigid tool. Pin actuation includes manual and automatic 
methods. The first use of the manual method was as a 2-D forming device which was used 
with uniformly spaced adjustable pins in two opposed rows [27]. This idea was developed to 
3-D by using many rows for sheet forming [28]. Nakajima used two methods to generate a 
curved surface; point to point control (individual pins) and sweep control (groups of pins) to 





Figure ‎2.10 Using numerical control for pins adjustment [29]  
 
The master model was used to set the pins into final shape as shown in Figure ‎2.11.  
 
 
Figure ‎2.11 Using master model [29]  
 
The first 3-D reconfigurable pin tooling with self-automatic control by computer was 
developed by Pinson, here each pin was connected with a servo-actuator as shown in 




Figure ‎2.12 Schematic illustrating computer control of forming machine [30] 
 
 
An effective mechanical method to adjust MPF tooling is the lead screw pin, Figure ‎2.13 
shows‎ the‎ design‎ and‎ the‎ pin’s‎ main‎ parts.‎ All‎ parts‎ are‎ supported by the plate at the bottom. 
The height of the pin can be adjusted by rotating the lead screw on its thread till it reaches 
the specified position. After adjusting all pins as required by the design, the die will function 
as a solid die. 
 




Haas, et al., used a shaft-driven lead screw to adjust a 42x64 pin matrix [14, 32]. Boas used 
the same technique to adjust 16 elements at a time of a 48x72 pin matrix. After that, all pin 
elements were moved simultaneously using a group of motors [31, 33]. 
A hydraulic method to adjust the pins is shown in Figure ‎2.14. Every pin works as a 
hydraulic cylinder and each pin is controlled separately [11, 34].  
 
Figure ‎2.14 A cross-sectional view of a hydraulically-actuated reconfigurable    
discrete die [34] 
 
 
As a result of performance comparison among leads crew-driven pins, hydraulic adjustment 
pins, and shaft-driven lead screw, it was clear that all the systems could achieve or surpass 
the main performance criteria such as speed of setting, the accuracy of pin position, and 
maximum forming force [35].  
 
2.1.5 Pin clamping 
Pin clamping is a crucial step after the pins are locked into position which helps the pins to 
withstand the high forming force that gives the target its shape. There are three ways to 
make sure the pins remain in position: firstly; a self-locked method which is used with large 
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pins where lead screw parts or hydraulic parts are used to support the pin [31, 36]. The 
second way is to fill the non-forming pins side with low-temperature moldable backing 
material, such as tin, bismuth, lead, or cadmium. The low-melt temperature of these 
materials should allow a local heat source to melt the material so that when the material re-
solidifies it will hold the pin in place [25]. Figure ‎2.15 shows the essential mechanism of 
this method. 
 
Figure ‎2.15 Pin fixing using low-temperature mouldable backing material  [25] 
 
 
Thirdly, side wall clamping uses a force normal to the side wall to prevent the pins from 
slipping during the forming process. The friction force due to the clamp must be greater than 
the forming force. To create a clamping force of sufficient magnitude, Walczyk used three 
traditional methods: a simple hydraulic actuator, a toggle mechanism, and mechanical 
wedge method; and suggested two non-traditional methods, a stack of piezoelectric 
laminations and thermally-induced contraction of a reconfigurable die frame [37] . 








Po=hydraulic pressure  
Acs=cross section area of cylinder 
Kf=force loss coefficient of the cylinder 
 




Flm= perpendicular force applied to the wall 









Φ=wedge‎incline‎a ngle‎  
μA= coefficient of static friction between A 
and  B 
μB= coefficient of static friction between B 
and the horizontal wall 
 





Lp=length of lamination 
Wp=width of lamination 
Tp=thickness of lamination 
g33= coefficient of piezoelectric voltage  






e- Thermally-induced contraction of discrete dies frame 
 
αf = coefficient of linear thermal expansion of the frame material 
Ef = elasticity modulus of the frame metal. 
Af = is the total cross-sectional area of the element matrix in a plane normal to the loading 
direction 
Am= is the cross-sectional area of the element matrix in a plane normal to the loading 
direction 
Em= elasticity modulus of the discrete pins 
T0= temperature to which the frame is cooled 
T= initial hot temperature of the entire discrete die. 
 
 




A square cage is used to clamp the square pin matrix  with one of the sides movable, thus 
the effect is of a force on the pin matrix from one side due to the rotation of the clamping 




Figure ‎2.17 Square cage to pin clamping [38] 
 
 
2.2 Surface regularity 
The non-smooth surface of reconfigurable tooling leads to defects emerging on the surface 
of the products such as dimpling, which caused by the presence of discrete pin tips. Previous 
research has developed different methods to eliminate such defects, for instance, the 
insertion of a deformable elastic layer, deformable pin tips, and surface machining. 
 
2.2.1 Elastomeric interpolating layer 
An elastomeric interpolating layer (an‎ “interpolator”),‎ is‎ placed‎ on‎ top‎ of‎ the‎ hemispherical‎
forming ends of the die elements to prevent dimpling, as a continuous flexible (rubber) sheet 
gives more continuity to the discrete die surface, see Figure 2.18 [3, 12,[39]. This is the 
same, in principle, as the so-called elastic cushion method, which uses a rubber or 
polyurethane pad to protect the metal sheet from dimpling in sectional multi-point forming 
[40]. In the stamping process, the metal sheet is sandwiched between two rubber-
polyurethane sheets, placed between the two parts of the tool to avoid dimpling defects [31]. 
The thickness of the plastic layer has an effect on the sheet formability, a thicker elastic 
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layer leads to a reduction of stress in the elastic material which affects the blank deformation 
negatively [41]. 
Figure ‎2.18 a, b, and c shows the use of elastic layers. 
 
Figure ‎2.18 Methods of using elastic layers [13, 36, 42]  
 
 
Quan et al., [43] investigated effect of elastic cushion thickness on the formability of AZ31B 
magnesium alloy, and showed that the formability of AZ31B was improved by using the 
elastic cushion, with the optimal thickness of elastic cushion being 4 mm for the multi-point 
bending of 2 mm thick AZ31B sheet. The Boeing Company used the deformable pin tip 
technique to prevent dimpling appear on the deformed sheet surface in sheet metal forming 
[30]. A composite tool was built containing two opposed sets of rams placed in matrix 
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arrays, with the surface of the tips rounded to get a better surface quality on the deformed 
part. Figure ‎2.19 shows the tool construction. 
 
Figure ‎2.19 The‎B oeing‎ Company’s‎ composite‎f orming‎struc ture‎ [44] 
 
2.2.2 Machining surface treatment 
Surface machining incorporates two approachess of treatment to generate a smooth surface, 
subtractive pin tooling (SPT) technology and near-net-shape pin tooling (NPT) technology. 
For SPT the top ends of the pins are machined to match the target surface, for NPT the pin 
ends are filled using an appropriate filler in the liquid phase and machining it after becomes 
solid. In the first approach,‎ the‎ machining‎ is‎ of‎ only‎ the‎ pins’‎ material,‎ and‎ in‎ the‎ second 
approach, machining is mostly of the filler. Figure ‎2.20 shows the two approaches of 
machining surface treatment.   
 
Figure ‎2.20 Milling surface treatment [45] 




2.3 Multi-point forming defects 
As with solid dies, many defects can appear in discrete dies, and negatively effect product 
quality, especially where a smooth finish is needed for paint. The most common defects in 
the MPF process are dimpling and wrinkling.  
 
2.3.1 Dimpling 
In MPF, the deformation force from the pins on the metal sheet is concentrated on the 
contact points. Due to the small contact area between the pin and sheet, the contact pressure 
is large and can lead to localised plastic deformation, this deformation is named dimpling. 
Dimpling appears on one side of the metal sheet during Multi-Point Stretch Forming, and on 
both sides during Multi-Point Stamping Forming.  
Dimpling has two main forms; surface dimpling and enveloping dimpling. The use of an 
elastic pad in multi-point forming can significantly reduce dimpling by ensuring more 
uniform contact pressure distribution. Variable path multi-channel multi-point forming 
technology is also capable of suppressing dimpling as well as allowing the realisation of 
large deformations by increasing the forming limit [46]. Figure ‎2.21 shows surface and 
enveloping dimpling. 
 





The forming force is one of the major factors influencing dimpling. An excessive forming 
force will lead to serious dimples on the formed part [47]. The numbers of pins and pin tips 
radius have an effect on dimpling. A numerical analysis has been carried out on forming 
spherical and saddle shaped parts using multi-point stretch forming with a 400 mm x 400 
mm die with different numbers pins; 10x10, 20x20, 32x32, 40x40, 50x50, and 80x80 pins 
respectively [20]. The results show that increasing the number of pins but maintaining the 
area constant helps to eliminate dimpling. Figure ‎2.22 shows the dimpling on the metal sheet 
formed by using the largest and smallest pin cross sections. 
 
         
Figure ‎2.22 Dimpling (a) clear dimpling, and (b) no dimpling using 10 mm pin size [20]  
 
 
Li et al. [1] investigated dimpling and wrinkling defects and found that these defects can be 
eliminated using the proper design of the deformation path. Figure ‎2.23 a, and b shows the 
multi-point forming die and multi-point press forming. Additionally, the section by section 
part forming technique allows fabrication of large size products using a small die [48]. 





Figure ‎2.23 Forming paths a- Multipoint 
forming die b- multi-point press forming [1] 
 
 
Figure ‎2.24 Sketch of sectional multi-point forming [1] 
 
 
2.3.2 Wrinkling  
Wrinkling is usually undesired in sheet metal parts for both aesthetic and functional reasons, 
and it is especially unacceptable in the outer skin parts where appearance is crucial. 
Wrinkling on mating surfaces can adversely affect the part assembly and part functions, such 
as sealing and welding. Previous investigations have focused on studying the wrinkling 
defect to predict and prevent it. One study was of the wrinkling on circular plates of mild 
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steel with radius to thickness ratios of between 30:1 and 60:1, using a stamping 
hemispherical solid die, and focused on the relation between wrinkling and punch force. 
This study showed that increasing punch force may reduce wrinkling, and for thin plates 
wrinkling did not appear when the ratio between plate radius and thickness was less than the 






)0.5             (2.1)          
Where a is a circular plate radius, t is plate thickness, y is yield stress, and Eo is buckling 
modulus which is calculated from equation 2.2.  
𝐸0 =
4𝐸𝐸𝑝
(  √𝐸+√𝐸𝑝  )2
                (2.2) 
Where Ep is strain hardening modulus 
T X YU et al. [50] used double curved dies to stamp rectangular plates of mild steel, copper 
and aluminium without clamping. The punch force, contact areas, final shape were studied 
for different die curvature ratios and plate size, and compare the results with theoretical 
analysis. 
This work showed that the wrinkling appears if the ratio of half-length of a rectangular plate 
to the thickness of a plate was large, and the aspect ratio between the lengths of rectangular 
sides of the metal sheet was close to unity [50].  
Cai et al. [47] studied wrinkling on spherical and saddle shaped parts and found the 
wrinkling appeared in the middle of the sheet edges for the spherical parts and in middle of 
the sheet for the saddle parts. The results of the study showed that initiation of wrinkling 
starts when the punch reached a critical value. Wrinkling continues to increase with punch 
movement until it reaches a maximum value, after that, the maximum wrinkle height 
decreases until the punch reaches the final point of its travel. Figure ‎2.25 shows wrinkle 




Figure ‎2.25 Wrinkle growth (a) spherical shape, and  (b) saddle shape [47] 
 
Wrinkling formation in double curved thin sheets has been studied using plastic bifurcation 
theory for thin plates and shells, and the study showed that the wrinkling condition depends 
on the geometrical ratio of sheet thickness to radius of curvature of deformed part and on 
strain hardening. Equation 2.3 shows the relation between critical stress and geometrical 







√𝐸 − 𝐸𝑡                    (2.3) 
Where 𝜎1𝑐𝑟 is critical stress, t is thickness of the sheet metal, R is radius of curvature, E is 
modules of elasticity, and 𝐸𝑡 is tangent modules. 
The study of wrinkling behaviour is necessary to predict and prevent flange wrinking. Cao 
and Boyce [52] suggested an analytical model based on the wrinkling condition .The critical 
buckling stress and wrinkling wavelength as a function of normal pressure on the plat 
surface have been calculated and experimentally validated for conical and a square cup 





( 𝑜 + 𝑐1 ln (1 −
2𝑢𝑥𝑐𝑟
𝐿
))𝑛       (2.4) 
 A parametric study has been completed by Jian Cao and Xi Wang [53] for the parameter 
group represented in Equation 2.5.  
𝜎𝑐𝑟 = 𝑓(𝑝, 𝛼, 𝑛, 𝐾, 𝑅, 𝑜)                         (2.5) 
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Where Ϭcr= critical buckling stress, p= critical‎ binder‎ pressure,‎ α= loading factor, n= strain 
hardening exponent, K= strength coefficient of material, R= normal anisotropy, ε0= pre-
strain‎ (but‎ it‎ has‎ been‎ found‎ that‎ ε0 does not affect the critical wrinkling conditions and 
wavelength), and the effect of the remaining parameters are shown in Figure ‎2.26 
toFigure ‎2.32.  
 
  
Figure ‎2.26 Normalised critical stress vs.     
normalised binder pressure for 
various Ϭ3 [53] 
Figure ‎2.27 Normalised wavelength vs. 




Figure ‎2.28 Normalized critical stress vs.     
              normalized binder pressure for        
              various n [53]      
  
Figure ‎2.29 Normalised wavelength vs.     
               normalized binder pressure for        





Figure ‎2.30 Critical buckling stress vs. 
           binder  pressure for various K [53] 
 
Figure ‎2.31 Normalised wavelength vs. 
pressure for various K [53] 
 
 
Figure ‎2.32 Normalised critical stress vs. anisotropy parameter R at a wrinkling 
wavelength of 10t [53] 
FE analysis was used to study wrinkling to avoid the cost of experimental tests, however, 
there is a question over whether this method is reliable and accurate enough for precise 
wrinkling prediction. Kawka, et al. [54] compared experimental results for wrinking 
obtained using the deep drawing process with a conical cup with numerical prediction using 
static explicit (ITAS3D) and dynamic ABAQUS/Explicit. The results showed that many 
parameters could impact on the wrinkling simulation results, the most important of which 





Figure ‎2.33 Different meshes number used for the 160 mm blank daimeter, SPCE material, 
and 0.7mm thickness: (a) 608 elements,  (b) 1680 elements, and (c) 1956 elements [54]  
 
 
Simulation results showed the high sensitivity to the mesh size, for example,  
Figure ‎2.34 illustrate the different results obtained using 608 elements and 1956 elements in 
the two codes.   
 
Figure ‎2.34 Results of finite element analysis simulation for three meshes sizes, 608, 1680, 




The simulation results for the two codes (ABAQUS Explicit and ITAS3D) are compared 
with experimental results in Figure ‎2.35. 
 
 




The two FEM codes not only differed between themselves but each code showed a high 
sensitivity to mesh size. More importantly, both codes predicted results that were markedly 
different from the experimental results. All this confirmed the necessity to do an 
experimental test to predict wrinkling.  
Bifurcation algorithms have been used to study initiation and growth of wrinkling on the 
flange for a cylindrical cup in deep drawing, and taking into account factors which impact 
on wrinkling. Those factors are the mechanical properties of the sheet material, stress ratios, 
contact condition and geometry of the product. During forming, the lateral constraints 
reduce as a result of increasing the gap between the die and blank holder due to the reaction 
of the metal to deformation which gives rise to the so-called reaction forces, or thickening of 





Figure ‎2.36 Mechanism of wrinkling initiation 
(a) full contact at the flange area; (b) loss of contact by thickening of the sheet; and                 





To analyse wrinkle growth, blank holder force control and the two face contact treatment 
technique are used. The analysis shows that thickening at sheet edges and reaction force 
have a significant effect on wrinkling initiation, which occurs more easily for sheet materials 
having a low normal anisotropic coefficient. The simulation results were compared with 
experimental results, and there was a good agreement, therefore the study of wrinkling 
initiation using FE analysis (bifurcation algorithm) is considered reliable. Yaser, et al., [56] 
have studied how to use MPF tooling to produce rectangular cups by means of the deep 
drawing method. Wall thickness, punch load, and process defects (wrinkling and pitting) 
were the main parameters which were analysed. An irregular rectangular cup was obtained 
without wrinkling using a properly adjusted blank holder force or blank holder gap.  
 
2.4 Analysis approach 
There are two general prediction approaches to the study of wrinkling initiation: first, 
analytical methods and secondly numerical methods such as the static implicit FE method, 
and the dynamic explicit FE method. 
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2.4.1 Analytical methods 
For more than fifteen years analytical method has been used in sheet metal wrinkling 
studies. The analytical study of wrinkling is generally simplified by considering the buckling 
stability confined to a shell under laterally constrained conditions. For instance; the sheet 
metal forming process using stamping can be simplified to a thin sheet model. There are 
three main analytic methods; static equilibrium, initial imperfection and the energy method. 
[57]. 
 
2.4.1.1 Static equilibrium method 
Consider the forming of thin plates under compressive loading Nx in the x-direction, Ny in 
the y-direction and Nxy in x-y plane. The stress of these forces acts in middle plane of the 
plate and, initially, the stress state across the thickness is uniform. If the width of the plate w 
and length L are as shown in Figure ‎2.37, then Equation 2.6 represents plate buckling [58]. 
 


























)                                   (2.6) 
where 𝑤 is the deflection bending, and D is bending stiffness. 
The simplest case of this equation when𝑁𝑥, 𝑁𝑦 and 𝑁𝑥𝑦 are constant and it is supposed that 
there are particular ratios between the forces as follows; Ny=α𝑁𝑥, and Nxy=βNx. Now it is 
possible to solve Equation 2.6 for the given boundary conditions, and the smallest value 
𝑁𝑥is taken as the critical value. If the forces Nx, Ny, and Nxy are not constant, we can assume 
a‎ common‎ factor‎ γ‎ for‎ the‎ expressions‎ of‎ Nx, Ny and Nxy.‎ The‎ increase‎ of‎ γ‎ helps‎ to‎ obtain‎
the increase of loading. 
In case of shell model with 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦 as radius of curvature, the small deflection is 

























   +𝑃𝑦𝛻4 (
𝜕2𝑤
𝜕𝑦2
) = 0                                                                                                        (2.7) 
where E and t are modulus of elasticity of the shell material and thickness of shell plate 
respectively.  
The static equilibrium method can provide an assessment in terms of general tendency and 
impact of parameters individually on wrinkling initiation. However, it is difficult to solve 
the above equations for complex problems when the shapes have irregular geometry and 
complicated boundary conditions. This because Equations 2.6 and 2.7 become partial 
differential equations with variable coefficients. This method has been used to investigate 
the critical load of a cylindrical shell simply supported with clamped end conditions. It 
presented a good solution and enabled critical load and the relative influence of the 
coefficients to be determined [59]. This method was also used to investigate the pure 
bending of a tube as generalised plane strain problem and the wrinkling initiation was 
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predicted as buckling modes, including a sinusoidal variety of the displacements along the 
length of the tube [60]. 
 
2.4.1.2 Energy method 
The energy method is alternative analytical method that can be used to study wrinkling 
phenomenon. If a compressive force is applied to the centre of a bar, then, if the value of the 
applied force is smaller than the critical value then the compressed bar will remain straight 
(equilibrium state). If the force is increased slightly above critical value, theoretically there 
are two possible forms of equilibrium; one is the bar remains straight, and other is the bar 
buckles sideways. Experimental work has shown that the straight form is unstable and 
invariably the bar buckles under a load greater than the critical value [58]. This theory has 
been applied to study the elastic buckling of thin plates and shells with several boundary 
conditions.‎ The‎ energy‎ method‎ depends‎ on‎ balancing‎ the‎ internal‎ energy‎ ∆U and the work 
done by in-plane‎ membrane‎ forces‎ ∆T.‎ That‎ is,‎ the‎ deflection‎ increases ∆U‎ in‎ terms‎ of‎ the‎
strain energy of the system, and load will move a small distance‎ and‎ do‎ work‎ equal‎ to‎ ∆U.‎
Then the stability of the system depends on balancing between ∆U‎ and‎ ∆T‎ as‎ shown‎ in 
Table 2.2. 
                               Table 2.2 Stability conditions 
Energy balance Condition 
∆U‎> ‎∆T  Stable 
∆U‎= ‎∆T  Critical 




Buckling stress can be determined as plate properties, as a function of stress, and of shape.  
Wang, et al., [61] suggested developing energy equality and applying it to metal forming for 
the area under compression. The model could be used to study wrinkling assuming that the 
metal sheet was a flat or simply curved sheet. The model could be applied to forming 
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processes such as deep drawing with conical and square cups. Morovvati, et al., [62] used 
energy method analysis to study the prediction of wrinkling phenomenon initiation in two-
layer aluminium-stainless steel sheets with the deep drawing process and compared the 
theoretical results and numerical with experimental results. Good agreement was obtained 
between analytical, FE and experimental results.  
Shafaat et al., [63] used the energy method to investigate sidewall wrinkling for galvanised 
steel during the conical forming test. The effect of material anisotropy was studied and a 
new deflection function was developed to predict wrinkling.  
Comparisons between experimental results and energy method results have shown good 
agreement, this was also the case for all previous studies. By using the energy method one 
can avoid solving partial differential equations. Because it focuses only on the beginning and 
end of deformation the energy method is suitable for dealing with problems which have 
more complex boundary conditions. 
Kowsarinia et al., [64] applied the energy method and plastic bending theory to the analysis 
of flange wrinkling in high-velocity forming operations, such as explosive forming. The 
critical radial distance and wrinkling wave numbers were determined, and the effect of blank 
holder force, radii ratio and mechanical properties of the material on wrinkling were 
discussed. The validation has shown good agreement between analytical and experimental 
results. 
 
2.4.1.3 Initial imperfection method 
It has been shown that real cylindrical supports and shell structures in the membrane state 
buckle at loads significantly less than the theoretical buckling load [65]. This is also true for 
laboratory tests of axially compressed cylinders subject to simple supports, and there have 
been many studies focused on determining the reasons for the difference between theory and 
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experiment. Many studies have investigated imperfection sensitivity and shell buckling. 
These include Peek and Hilberink [66], Kyriakides and Corona [67], Hutchinson and He 
[68]. With initial imperfections, the partial differential equilibrium Equation 2.8 of a 


































































          (2.8)                       
where R and L are the radius and length of the tube respectively, Φ is function of stress, x is 
the axial direction, s is the circumferential direction, t is sheet thickness, and ɳ is the initial 
imperfection factor. The deflection function w is represented in Equation 2.9 [57]: 











+ 𝑑                                     (2.9) 
The initial imperfection wo is represented in Equation 2.10 [57]: 












+ 𝑑)                                       (2.10) 
where a, b, c, d, a0 are constant. 
Using the initial imperfection method, simplifications and assumptions concerning boundary 
and initial conditions and the geometry of the system, means that solutions obtained by 
analytic methods tend to be of limited applicability and reliability. The general case of 
buckling of real shells represented by non-linear partial differential equations which are 
sensitive to real geometric imperfections is too complex and difficult to solve.   
 
2.4.2 Numerical method 
The high computation capability of numerical methods means they can be used as a tool to 
study the wrinkling phenomenon. To select the best numerical procedures, whether the 
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eigenvalue, static-implicit FE, or dynamic explicit FE method, it is required to understand 
the advantages and disadvantages of each method.  
 
2.4.2.1 Eigenvalue method 
The main purpose of this method is to seek out the singular point of a structure stiffness 
matrix under a linear perturbation. Equation 2.11 is used to get the critical load and buckling 
modes by extracting the eigenvalue and eigenvectors [57]. 
                                        ( 𝐾𝑒 + 𝜆𝑖𝐾𝑔)ɸ𝑖 = 0                                                                 (2.11) 
where 𝜆𝑖 are the eigenvalues; Kg is the differential initial stress and load stiffness matrix due 
to the incremental loading pattern matrix, Ke is the elastic stiffness matrix corresponding to 
the base state; ɸ𝑖 is the ith shape of buckling mode (eigenvectors); i refers to the ith buckling 
mode.‎ From‎ Equation‎ 2.10,‎ increase‎ in‎ the‎ value‎ of‎ λ‎ lead‎ to‎ the‎ equation‎ having‎ a‎ non-zero 
solution (deflection form is in a stability position which is a type of buckling mode). These 
modes are the most useful result of the eigenvalue analysis, since they predict the likely 
instability modes of the structure. Thus, the imperfection has the form as in Equation 
2.12[57]. 
                                                  ∆𝑥𝑖 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑁𝑖=1 ɸ𝑖                                                          (2.12) 
In Equation 2.12, Ai is the associated scaling factor and N the order of the eigenvector. 
The eigenvalue buckling analysis on ABAQUS was used by Wong and Pellegrino [69, 70] 
to predict the wrinkling modes of members subjected to a simple shear and a diagonal pair 







2.4.2.2 Static implicit finite element method 
 
The implicit finite element method uses an automatic increment strategy based on the 
success rate of a full Newton iterative solution method as Equation 2.13 shows: 
 
                            𝛥𝑢(𝑖+1) = 𝛥𝑢(𝑖) + 𝐾𝑡
−1. (𝑃(𝑖) + 𝐼(𝑖)                                                        (2.13)  
Where 𝐾𝑡 is the tangent stiffness matrix, 𝑃 is the applied load vector, 𝐼 is the internal force 
vector, and ∆𝑢 is the increment of displacement. The implicit FE analysis method iterates to 
find the approximate static equilibrium at the end of each load increment. It controls the 
increment by a convergence criterion throughout the simulation. There are two numerical 
procedures used in the FE method; the bifurcation analysis of a perfect structure, and non-
bifurcation analysis with initial imperfection. Riks [71] proposed bifurcation analysis as 
continuation method, and used it to analyse post bifurcation behaviour of an elastic thin shell 
structure.  
A 3-D rigid-plastic FE simulation system has been developed by Zhan, et al., [72] to study 
the bending process of a thin-walled tube. This investigation showed that 3-D FE simulation 
is a valid tool for analysing numerical control of the bending process of the tube. Bifurcation 
theory also used to study wrinkling in the sheet metal forming process and has shown that 
plastic buckling in high yield stress material is higher than in lower yield stress material 
[73]. In order to study wrinkling behaviour, many methods of including introductions of 
imperfection into FE models have been discussed, and this development has shown the 
ability to accurately simulate wrinkling behaviour under complicated boundary conditions 
[52]. All previous investigations were based on the implicit algorithm, and it has been 






2.4.2.3 Dynamic explicit finite element method 
The explicit method was originally developed, and is still primarily used, to solve dynamic 
problems involving deformable bodies. A fully explicit procedure means that the state at 
time (t+Δt) is determined based on information available at time (t). During each increment, 
the initial kinematic conditions are used to calculate the conditions for the next increment. 
The nodal acceleration (?̈?) can be calculated at the beginning of the increment based on 
dynamic equilibrium using Equation 2.14 [74], here the superscripts refer to the time 
increment.  
                              ?̈?(𝑖) = 𝑀−1(𝐹(𝑖) − 𝐼(𝑖))                                                                  (2.14) 
Where M is the lumped mass matrix, F is the vector of externally applied forces and I is the 
vector of internal element forces. Since the explicit code uses a diagonal mass matrix, the 
acceleration at any nodal point is determined only through its mass and net acting force, 
without the need to solve simultaneous equations. Therefore each time increment is 
computationally‎ inexpensive‎ to‎ solve.‎ The‎ term‎ “explicit”‎ refers‎ to‎ the‎ fact that the state of 
the analysis is advanced by assuming constant values for the velocities (?̇?) and the 
accelerations (?̈?) across intervals of half the time step. From a knowledge of the 
accelerations, the velocities(?̇?) and displacements (u)‎ are‎ advanced‎ “explicitly”‎ through‎
each‎ time‎ increment‎ (Δt) using the central difference rule, which is used in 
ABAQUS/Explicit code, as shown in Equations 2.15and 2.16[74]. 
                                             𝑈(𝑖+1) = 𝑈(𝑖) + ∆𝑡(𝑖+1) ?̇?(𝑖+1)                                                   (2.15) 
 
                                           𝑈̇ (𝑖+1/2) = ?̇?(𝑖−1/2) + 1/2(∆𝑡(𝑖+1) + ∆𝑡(𝑖))?̈?(𝑖)                    (2.16) 
 
where ?̇?  is the velocity and ?̈? is the acceleration, i refers to the increment number and (i-
1/2) and (i+1/2) refer to mid-increment numbers. 
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Correia and Ferron [75] investigated wrinkling initiation in sheet metal forming analytically 
and numerically using FE ABAQUS/Explicit. The results were compared with the results of  
experimental work from the literature, and both analytical and simulation results gave good 
agreement. Waston and Long [76] used the commercial software ABAQUS/Explicit to 
investigate wrinkling failure mechanics, the results show that process parameter and material 
properties are important factors affecting wrinkling. Usually, implicit and explicit FEA 
codes are used for simulation of sheet metal forming. Figure ‎2.38 shows the use of implicit 
and explicit codes. 
 
Figure ‎2.38 Use of implicit and explicit code in sheet metal forming 
 
Abaqus/Standard is more efficient for solving smooth nonlinear problems; on the other 
hand, Abaqus/Explicit is the clear choice for a wave propagation analysis. There are, 
however, certain static or quasi-static problems that can be simulated well with either 
program. Typically, these are problems that would usually be solved with Abaqus/Standard 
but may have difficulty converging because of contact or material complexities, resulting in 
a large number of iterations. Such analyses are expensive in Abaqus/Standard, because each 
iteration requires a large set of linear equations to be solved. While Abaqus/Standard must 
iterate to determine the solution to a nonlinear problem, Abaqus/Explicit determines the 
solution without iterating by explicitly advancing the kinematic state from the previous 
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increment. Even though a given analysis may require a large number of time increments 
using the explicit method, the analysis can be more efficient in Abaqus/Explicit if the same 
analysis in Abaqus/Standard requires a large number of iterations. Another advantage of 
Abaqus/Explicit is that it requires much less disk space and memory than Abaqus/Standard 
for the same simulation. For problems in which the computational cost of the two programs 
may be comparable, the substantial disk space and memory savings of Abaqus/Explicit 
make it attractive [77]. For these reasons, ABAQUS/ Explicit was chosen to simulate the 
multi-point forming process which includes complicated contact problems. 
 
2.5 Summary and research gaps 
This chapter has outlined essential elements of sheet metal forming using a multi-point 
forming tool, for instance, reconfigurable pin tooling geometry, surface regularity, and has 
considered dimpling and wrinkling as multi-point forming defects, and corresponding 
analytic approaches. It was found from the literature that: 
1. Multi-point forming tooling with pins of 10 mm or less has not been investigated. 
Therefore, the current study will develop a multi-point forming tool with 10 mm square pin 
dimension.  
2. The literature review revealed that optimisation of process parameters has not been done. 
The current study will optimise the process parameters including elastic cushion thickness, 
pin size, coefficient of friction, and radius of curvature. 
3. From the literature review, it is clear that many researchers have investigated wrinkling 
and most of those researchers used a solid die, however, the relation between wrinkling and 
thickness variation has not been investigated. Therefore, the current study will investigate 
the relation between wrinkling and thickness variation using a multi-point forming die. 
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4. Based on the literature review, and for those reasons mentioned in Section 2.4.2.3, the 




























3. MULTI-POINT FORMING TOOLING DEVELOPMENT AND 
MEASUREMENT APPARATUS 
 
   
 
This chapter presents the development of multi-point metal forming (MPF) tooling used to 
press hemispherical parts with different radii of curvature.  Defects can occur during sheet 
metal forming when using MPF tooling, i.e., dimpling and wrinkling, as described in 
Chapter 2. These defects are influenced by a number of parameters as discussed in the 
literature review, some of them relate to the properties of the sheet material such as strength 
of material, sheet thickness and other dimensions, while others relate to tool geometry 
including pin size, pin tip radius, distance between adjacent pins and radius of curvature 
part, which should all be taken into account in the design of the forming tooling.  
Thus, the main purpose of developed die is to validate the numerical analysis in this study, 
so that the influences of these factors on the phenomenon of wrinkling can be studied. The 
minimum and maximum die radii and blank holder force need to be taken into the account 
during the design of the forming die. The multi-point forming tooling was to be fixed on the 
4 Column Downstroke Hydraulic Press in the Mechanical Laboratory in the School of 
Mechanical Engineering at the University of Birmingham, and the features of this machine 
were taken into consideration in the design of the tool. The main components of tooling are; 
the pins, upper base plate, lower base plate, blank holder, pin support, pin fixing sheet and 








Figure ‎3.2 Sheet metal forming tooling model with blank holder 
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3.1 Flexible die design 
 In this study, flexible tooling is, basically, composed of two symmetrical parts; the upper 
and lower parts. The upper part working as a punch and lower as die, both parts include the 
same components, which are represented in the the main plate as pins, pin fixing sheet, and 
pin support.  Figure ‎3.3 a, and b presents drawings of the main components of the assembled 
and disassembled tool and blank holder. 
 
a- Assembled tool 
 
Cross section A-A 
 
b- Disassembled tool  




The pins are movable in a flexible tool; they move perpendicular on the main plate and 
compose the tool surface. In this case the pin height is adjusted by a screwing motion 
between the pin screw and cap, controlled by the number of revolutions of the screw. The 
pin consists of three parts; pin tip, pin cap, and pin screw.   Figure ‎3.4 shows the pin tip. The 
tip radius is 10 mm, the pin cross-section is square cross section, of dimension 10 mm, and 
the length of the body of the pin is 80mm. The pin tip connects with the pin cap via a 
circular peg of 6 mm diameter, and 10 mm length, and the fit type is interference.  
 
 
  Figure ‎3.4 Pin tip  
 
Figure ‎3.5 shows the shape of the pin cap, which is of square 10 mm cross-section and 70 
mm length.  A hole with 6 mm diameter and 11 mm depth is machined into the upper 
surface to fit the peg of the pin tip, and an internal thread M6 x 0.75, 55 mm deep is 
machined on the lower face to connect the pin cap with the pin screw, which is used to 
control the pin height. A 1 mm hole was machined  on the cap pin side to release the air 






Figure ‎3.5 Pin cap  
 
Figure ‎3.6 shows the pin screw. The total length of pin screw is 85 mm, of which 50 mm has 
M6 x 0.75 external thread. On the other end of the pin screw is an internal thread of M5 x 
0.8 (i.e. 8 mm diameter) into which fits a male threaded bolt with internal hexagonal head 
nut, which is used to for pin adjustment. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.6 Pin screw 
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3.1.2 Main plate 
The principal design of the main plate depends on the number of pins, dimensions of the 
pins and the distance between adjacent pins - which controls the distance between the 
centres of the holes in the main plate. The number of pins within a fixed forming area of a 
flexible tool is determined by the pin cross-section. For 600 pins of cross-section 10 mm x 
10 mm arranged as 30 pins x 20 pins with clearance between two adjacent pins of 0.25 mm, 
the distance between hole centres is 10.25 mm. Figure ‎3.7 shows of the main plate, note the 
diameter of the holes are 8 mm and there are, of course, 600 holes. The forming die area as 




Figure ‎3.7 Main plate 
 
As shown in Figure 3.7, there were twenty-six M10 screw holes machined into the face of 
the main plate to fix pins supports, pins fixing sheet, blank holder and punch motion guides.  
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3.1.3 Pin support 
The pin support is the side frame used to maintain the formation of the pin arrays and 
prevent pin bending due to any inclined component of the forming force. The forming force 
is not distributed uniformly over the pins but varies in magnitude and direction, especially 
for the outer pins which are loaded by inclined force F, see Figure ‎3.8, which has a 
horizontal component F cosϴ. This force acts to bend the pins so the pin support must be 
capable of resisting at least this magnitude of horizontal force.  
 
                 
  
 
Figure ‎3.8 Forces acting on tool pins  
 
 
Figure ‎3.9 shows the shape of the pin support for both short and long sides of the tool. The 
short sides of the pin support consist essentially of two rectangular plates and one wedge; 
the main dimensions of the two rectangular plates are 224.75 mm long and 10 mm thick. 
One is 65 mm width and the other is 50 mm width and one wedge for each side which is 65 
mm high x 50 mm long x 10 mm thick as Figure 3.10 is shown. The pin supports for the 
long sides consist of two rectangular plates each 307.25 mm long and 10mm thick, one 
being 65 mm width and the other being 60 mm width, and two wedges of height 65 mm x 50 
mm depth x 10 mm thick behind each side as  
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Figure ‎3.10 is shown. Also Figure 3.10 shows that on each end of the short sides of the pin 
support there are three through holes of 5 mm diameter for bolts to connect the short and 
long sides together, and two through holes of 10 mm diameter for bolts to fix the short side 
pin support to the main plate. Figure 3.10 also shows than on the long sides of the pin 
supports there are six M5 holes to connect the pin supports together, and three through holes 










                  
 
                       Pins support short side                                     Pin support long side  
 





                 Short side of pin support                                               Long side of pin support                         
 
Figure ‎3.10 Drawing for short and long pin supports 
 
 
3.1.4 Pin fixing sheet 
A pin fixing sheet is used to fix the pins into the holes in the main plate for both halves of 
the tool. Figure ‎3.11 shows the pin fixing sheet with 600 through holes of 6 mm diameter 
machined to accept the threaded end of the pins, the diameter of these holes is less than the 
diameter of the non-threaded end of the pins, thus the pin fixing sheet retains the pins in the 
holes. The main dimensions of the pin fixing sheet are given in Appendix A. 
 




3.2 Blank holder 
The blank holder design is shown schematically in Figure ‎3.12. The blank holder consists of 
two parts, an upper part and a lower part. The upper part is connected with the lower part 
using 10 bolts with 10 springs to generate the force required to clamp the sheet. The bolts 
were placed to obtain an equal pressure distribution. The upper internal edge of the lower 
part was machined as a 5 mm curve to make the sheet metal flow more easily. All pieces of 












3.3 The guide 
Guide pins are used to ensure alignment between the upper and lower halves of the die set.  
These provide for alignment of the two halves during the forming process, and are usually 
fabricated of hardened tool steel. The guide consists of two parts, a pin attached to the lower 
part of the tool and pin guide attached to the upper part of the tool, see  









 3.4 The springs 
In this study, 10 steel die springs - extra heavy load from Cromwell with external diameter 
26mm and length 44mm were used to generate the blank holder force by rotating the bolt 
and compressing the spring.  Error! Reference source not found. and Figure ‎3.14 provide 
details of the springs. A washer was placed between the spring top and the bolt head. The 
force clamping the upper part of the blank holder to the lower part thus clamped the sheet to 
be formed.  
                  





Table ‎3-1 Specification of steel die springs from Cromwell with external diameter 26mm 




















Figure ‎3.14 Spring on blank holder 
 
 
The Instron universal testing machine was used to measure the spring rigidity. It was found 
the spring rigidity (compressed 1 mm) is 244 N/mm, which was as stated by the supplier. 
For example, to generate a 15 kN blank holder force each spring would be compressed by 




3.5 Specification of press machine 
The four columns downstroke hydrulic press E200 from Mackey Bowley used in the 
experimental work was a 400 tonnes downstroke press of four columns construction with 
auto-control. The press provided a central punch ram of 200 tonnes and clamp table fitted 
with four 50 tonne rams.  
Figure ‎3.15 shows the press, and the main specifications are shown in Table 3-2 [80]  
 
   
 
 
Figure ‎3.15 The four columns downstroke hydraulic press E200 from Mackey Bowley   
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                  Table ‎3-2 Press specification [80] 
Description Values 
Combined maximum press load 400 Tonnes 
Maximum clamp load 200 Tonnes 
Minimum clamp load 20 Tonnes 
Clamp close speed 5mm/sec to 14 mm/sec 
Clamp Press speed 0 -3 mm/sec 
Clamp return speed 25 mm/ sec 
Punch close speed 5mm/sec to 18 mm/sec 
Punch Press speed 0 to 6mm/sec 
Punch return speed 30mm/sec 
Maximum punch load 200 Tonnes 
Minimum punch load 20 Tonnes 
Maximum stroke clamp 350mm 
Maximum stroke punch 350mm 
Table height 1000mm 
Bed area 1000mm x 1000mm 
Electric motor power 15 kW +7.5 kW 
 
 
3.6 Specification of data logger, load cell, and distance transducer  
The Omega OM-CP-QUADVOLT-30V data logger was used to collect data during the 
forming process, such as force as a function of time, and distance with time to enable a study 
of the relation between force and distance. The main specifications of the data logger are 
stand - alone voltage input, high - resolution, and require low battery power, see Figure ‎3.16,  
and Table ‎3-3. It also allows the user to store user defined engineering units as well as scale 
factors and offset values. This enables the user to easily linearize and scale any transducer 





Figure ‎3.16 Omega OM-CP-QUADVOLT-30V data logger 
 
            Table ‎3-3 Omega OM-CP-QUADVOLT-30V data logger specification [81] 
Description Values 
Input ranges OM-CP-QUADVOLT-30V 
Input channels 4 channels 
Nominal input range 0 to 30 
Measurement range -2.0 to 32.0 V 
Resolution 1.0 mV 
Accuracy ±0.1% FSR 
Input impedance >10‎kΩ  
Overload  protection ±48 V 
Software XP SP3/Vista and 7 (32-bit and 64-bit 
Operating environment -40 to 80°C (-40 to 176°F) 
 
 
A Low Profile Load Cell 100kN, see Figure ‎3.17 and Table ‎3-4, was used to measure and 
record force values with time during the forming process and store it on a computer. The 
output of the load cell was fed directly to a computer via the USB port using an in-line load 
cell amplifiers and load cell USB [82]. Power to the load cell is supplied by the USB port, so 
that no external power supply was needed. The data can be viewed and logged on the 





Figure ‎3.17 Load cell 
 
Table ‎3-4 Specification of load cell [83] 
Description Values 
Standard range 0 - 100 kN  
Excitation voltage 10V (normal),  15V (maximum) DC 
Sensitivity 2 mV/V (nominal) 
Electric connection Connector - Amphenol MIL Spec, or 2 m integral screened cable 
 
The micro-sonic distance transducer (mic+25/IU/TC) was used to determine the punch 
position with time during the forming process. The distance transducer was fixed on the 
upper part of die using the holder and connected with the data logger using connected cable-





Figure ‎3.18 Distance transducer position on tool 
 
 
The technical specification of micro-sonic distance transducer (mic+25/IU/TC) is shown in 
Table ‎3-5. 
 
                   Table ‎3-5 Distance transducer specifications [84] 
Description Values 
Operating range 30 - 350 mm 
Design cylindrical   M30 
Operating mode    Analogue distance measurements 
Means of measurement         Echo propagation time measurement 
Transducer frequency 320 kHz 
Blind zone 30 mm 
Operating range 250 mm 
Maximum range 350 mm 
Resolution/sampling rate 0.025 mm to 0.10 mm/ depending on the 
analogue window 
Accuracy ± 1 % 
Operating voltage UB 9 - 30 V d.c, reverse polarity protection 
Voltage ripple ± 10 % 






3.7 Master curves 
To prepare for the experimental work, the press should be set up with the multi-point 
forming tool set for a specific shape using a master curve fabricated using a 3-D printer. The 
dimensions of the master curve take into account the thickness of the elastic cushion after 
compression. Figure ‎3.19 shows the two master curves used to set up the tool.  
 
       




3.8 Faro arm (3-D laser scanner) 
A Faro arm (3-D laser scanner) as shown in Figure ‎3.20 was used to scan the deformed parts 
after the multi-point stamping process to build a 3-D representation of the surface. This 
representation was used to evaluate wrinkling waves, form profile, and thickness variation. 
A small vice was used to hold the specimen for scanning, as shown in Figure ‎3.20.The 
machine resolution is 0.025 mm which is sufficient for this kind of application [85]. The 









The main elements of the multi-point forming tool and apparatus specifications have been 
presented in this chapter. The description of the individual tool parts such as pin, main plate, 
pin support and plate holder have been shown in several figures, and more details about the 
dimensions of die parts are given in Appendix A. The features of the press, data logger, load 
cell and distance transducer have been listed and a short description given of the Faro arm 3-
D laser scanner, used to scan the formed parts and produce a 3-D representation in order to 










4. DETERMINATION OF THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SHEET 
MATERIALS AND PROCESS MODELLING 
 
This chapter describes the tests that have been carried out to determine the material 
properties and behaviour (plastic anisotropy) of DC05 steel and 5251-O Aluminium 
materials, and also the mechanical properties of elastic cushion material under tensile load in 
a uniaxial compression test. It also describes the numerical simulation of the effect of certain 
of the process parameters which offers the opportunity for improving product quality and 
minimising defects.  
The mechanical tests were performed using a Zwick tensile test machine in the Metallurgy 
and Materials Department - University of Birmingham. Different samples were cut at 
different angles regarding the material orientation (00, 450, and 900) as shown in Figure ‎4.1 
is shown, and sets of uniaxial tensile tests were carried out. 
 
Figure ‎4.1 Samples cutting directions 
 
Two sheets of materials were used in this investigation, 1 mm thick DC05 steel sheet and 
1.25 mm thick 5251-O aluminium sheet. The DC05 steel sheet was considered 
representative of medium strength materials and the aluminium sheet representative of low 
strength materials. The experimental results will be incorporated into the FE models to 
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represent the material properties of these two materials and numerical modelling should then 
be able to provide important details of the deformation process that are not obtainable from 
experimental work. These details may then be used to reduce manufacturing costs.  
The numerical study of sheet forming using the multi-point stamping forming technique was 
carried out using ABAQUS software on the central computer (blue bear). This has high-
power computing facilities to complete the 3-D simulation models. For accuracy of the 
numerical outcomes, information on the materials being pressed, the movement of the 
punch, coefficient of friction (between metal sheet and elastic cushion, and pins and elastic 
cushion) and interaction between surfaces should all be precisely defined, thus, the 
mechanical properties of the given system need to be experimentally determined. The main 
objectives of this chapter are: 
1. Determine mechanical properties of DC05 steel sheet and 5251-O aluminium sheet, such 
as the yield stress (𝞼Y),‎t he‎ult imate‎stre ss‎(U TS)‎ and‎the‎e longation‎(∆ L). 
2. Determine the plastic anisotropy r0, r45, and r90 in order to calculate the normal anisotropy     
coefficient (Ra) of DC05 steel sheet and 5251-O aluminium sheet.   
3. Determine the behaviour of the elastic material which will be used as an elastic cushion.    
4. Develop FE model for multi-point stamping forming in order to study the effects of a 
number of parameters on the forming force. 
5. Determine a suitable blank holder force to eliminate flange wrinkling. 
6. Study the effect of the gap between the die and blank holder on sheet thickness 
distribution. 
7. Reduce the corner defect in double curved shapes, and assess the reducing process effect 
on thickness distribution 
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8. Study the effect of pin size, radius of curvature, elastic cushion thickness, and coefficient 
of friction on product quality, which is represented by the degree of wrinkling, shape 
accuracy and sheet thickness. 
 
4.1 Determination of the mechanical properties of sheet materials  
The specification of the tensile test machine used for the experimental work, the test 
specimen preparation, and the methodology of the uniaxial tensile test of metal sheets and 
uniaxial compression tests of polyurethane, and the anisotropy test metal sheets are 
explained in Appendix B.  
Figure ‎4.2 shows the stress flow for DC05 steel sheet and 5251-O aluminium sheet which 
are to be used for the experimental work. The yield stress found for DC05 was about 210 
MPa. For 5251-O aluminium, the yield stress was about 105 MPa. Figure ‎4.3 shows a 
comparison between yield stress and ultimate tensile stress for DC05 and 5251-O aluminium 
sheet materials at 00, 450, and 900 orientations. It can be observed that there is a big 
difference in yield stress and ultimate tensile stress between steel and aluminium sheet. 
From Figure ‎4.4, the aluminium sheet has the lower elongation which is equal to about 20%, 
while the higher elongation was for the steel sheet and equal to about 37%. The behaviour of 
materials was normal, nevertheless there was some fluctuation in aluminium stress –strain 
curve, which is called the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect (PLC effect). This variation in the 





Figure ‎4.2 Stress-strain curves for DC05 steel and Aluminium 5251-O 
 
 
Figure ‎4.3 Yield stress and ultimate tensile stress for DC05 steel and aluminium 5251-O  




Figure ‎4.4 Elongation for DC05 steel and 5251-O aluminium  
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Table ‎4-1 and Table ‎4-2 show plastic anisotropy (r) in three directions and the normal 
anisotropy coefficient (Ra) of DC05 steel and 5251-O aluminium sheets. It can be observed 
that the normal anisotropy of steel is greater than unity, while for aluminium it is less than 
unity. Thus, the risk of thinning of aluminium sheet is greater than the risk of thinning for 
steel sheet that is the ability to form aluminium sheet is less than for steel sheet. The values 
of plastic anisotropy r0, r45, and r90 may be used as a guide to a suitable cutting direction for 
the steel and aluminium sheets to be used in the forming process. 
Table ‎4-1 𝑹𝒂 in rolling, 00, 450 and 900 orientations for DC05 steel 
Orientation No of samples 𝑟𝑎 =
ԑ𝑤
ԑ𝑡
 Average (ra)  𝑅𝑎 =
𝑟0 + 2𝑟45 + 𝑟90
4
 





450 1 2 
0.831 
0.810 0.821 







 Table ‎4-2 𝑹𝒂 in rolling, 00, 450 and 900 orientations for aluminium 5251-O 
Orientation No of samples 𝑟𝑎 =
ԑ𝑤
ԑ𝑡
 Average(ra)  𝑅𝑎 =
𝑟0 + 2𝑟45 + 𝑟90
4
 






 450 1 2 
0.521 
0.533 0.527 







Figure ‎4.5 presents the flow stress for polyurethane A-90 calculated from experimental test 
results.  
 
Figure ‎4.5 Nominal compression stress – strain relationship for polyurethane A-90 
 
4.2 Finite element modelling of multi point-forming  
4.2.1 Explicit dynamic finite element modelling 
The dynamic explicit method is used in the study of the sheet metal forming process. In 
principle the system is modelled as a simple mass-spring-damper, see Figure ‎4.6. 
 
Figure ‎4.6 Mass-spring-damper system under external force 
 
The free body diagram motion equation of the mass is represented by Equation 4.1  
 𝑚?̈? + 𝑐?̇? + 𝑘𝑢 = 𝐹(𝑡) (4.1) 
     
where m is the mass of the body, c is the coefficient of damping for the damper, k is the 
spring stiffness, u is the mass displacement measured from the static equilibrium position, ?̇? 
is the instantaneous speed of the mass at time t, ?̈? is the instantaneous acceleration of the 
mass at time t, and F(t) is the external force as function of time. 
Divided throughout Equation 4.1 by m it becomes, 
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 ?̈? + 2 𝜔?̇? + 𝜔2̇ 𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑡) (4.2) 





















ζ‎ is‎ a‎ factor‎ of‎ viscous‎ damping,‎ ⍵ is the undamped natural frequency. The state of the 
system‎ depends‎ on‎ ζ,‎ If‎ ζ‎ >1,‎ the‎ system‎ is‎ over‎ damped,‎ the‎ system‎ is‎ under‎ damped‎ if‎ ζ‎ <1‎
and‎c ritically‎da mped‎if ‎ ζ=1.‎  
The coefficient of damping is calculated from Equation 4.4     
 c‎=‎2 ωm (4.4) 
 





















𝑐] 𝑢𝑡+𝛥𝑡 = 𝐹(𝑡) − 𝑘𝑢𝑡 +
𝑚
(𝛥𝑡)2





In‎ this‎ case,‎ the‎ solution‎ of‎ displacement‎ at‎ time‎ t+∆t‎ depends‎ on‎ knowing‎ the‎ displacement‎
at times t and t-∆t.‎ This‎ is‎ known‎ as‎ the‎ equation‎ of‎ motion‎ with‎ dynamic‎ explicit‎
















where T is the time period of the system to reach convergence. 
Furthermore, for a 3-D deformable body, an inertia term can be added to the virtual work 













where 𝑇𝑖𝑗 is the stress tensor, 𝑢𝑖𝑗 is the displacements gradient, ?̈?𝑖 is the material 
acceleration, 𝑡𝑖 is the traction vector, δ is‎t he‎v ariational‎oper ator,‎ and‎ρ‎i s‎the‎de nsity. 
The discretization of this equation leads to; 
 [𝑀]?̈?𝑡 = {𝐹𝑡} − {𝐼𝑡} (4.9) 
 
where [𝑀] is the consistent mass matrix, {𝐹}  and {𝐼} are the external and internal forces at 
time t respectivily. For stability reason, artificial damping [C] is added to equation 4.9 which 
becomes; 
 [𝑀]{?̈?𝑡} + [𝐶]{?̇?𝑡} = {𝐹𝑡} − {𝐼𝑡} (4.10) 
 








[𝐶]{𝑢𝑡+𝛥𝑡} = {𝐹𝑡} − {𝐼𝑡} + [𝑀]
1
(𝛥𝑡)2





The primary conditions at time (t=0) for nodal displacement, velocities, internal and external 












where {?̈?0} is given by 
 [𝑀]{?̈?0} = {𝐹0} − {𝐼0} − [𝐶]{?̇?0} (4.13) 
 
The diagonal (lumped) matrix [C]is assumed to be the linear combination of the mass matrix 
and stiffness matrix [90]  
 [𝐶] = 𝑐1[𝑀] + 𝑐2[𝐾] (4.14) 
 
where [M] is the lumped matrix and c2 will be taken as zero because there are difficulties in 
getting‎ the‎ structure’s‎ damping‎ properties.‎ Also,‎ c1 can be approximated based on critical 
damping conditions [91]: 
 𝑐1 = 2𝜔    
                                            
(4.15) 




































Where‎ξ ‎is‎t he‎f raction‎of ‎c ritical‎dampin g‎in‎t he‎h ighest‎m ode. 
For a linear system, Equation 4.19 is valid. However, it can also be used for nonlinear 
systems such as elasto-plastic metal forming. For non-linear problems, the critical time step 
is estimated by equation 4.19 to be about 50-80% less than the time computed for the linear 















The main advantages of the dynamic explicit method are that it is robust and does not 
consume large quantities of computer time, however, too small a time step can lead to a 
large number of increments, which make the dynamic explicit method non-applicable. To 
avoid this problem, and reduce the total process time the punch speed can be exaggerated or 
material density increased. The mass scaling technique can be used to reduce the 
computational time due to its significantly reducing the processing times while maintaining 
an acceptable computational accuracy [77, 93]. In multi-point forming, the mass scaling 
reduces the simulation time by increasing the density of the material. However, if mass 





4.2.2   Numerical investigation of multi-point forming   
In industry FE modelling has found a place because it can substantially reduce the costs and 
duration of the design and development process [94]. This is true of the FE modelling of 
multi-point forming process. The main dimensions of the multi-point forming tool model 
mentioned in Chapter 3 are used in the numerical investigation to study the wrinkling defect, 
formed sheet profile, and thickness variation. The DC05 steel sheet is used in this study as a 
blank material and polyurethane A-90 is used as the elastic cushion to protect the blank 
surface from dimpling. The mechanical properties of DC05 steel sheet and A-90 
polyurethane sheet material were experimentally determined and reported in Section 4.1. 
When quasi-static forming analyses is used, the rigid bodies are ideally suited for modelling 
tooling, thus the die and punch were considered as a discrete rigid body [95], and  the metal 
sheet as an elastic-plastic deformable body of homogeneous material, and the elastic cushion 
as a deformable body of hyper-elastic material [93, 96].  
Considering the symmetry of the system, only a quarter of the die was simulated to reduce 
computation time. Displacement boundary conditions were used to fix the die in the x, y and 
z directions, and the punch in the x and z directions. In addition, symmetrical boundary 
conditions were applied to the elastic cushion and metal sheet.  
The die and punch were meshed using linear quadrilateral elements (R3D4) with size 1 mm, 
the steel sheet and elastic cushion were both meshed using 3-D 8-node linear elements 
(C3D8R). To define the contact of parts one with another, general contact condition was 
used, this is simple and efficient way of creating interaction between model parts because 





Figure ‎4.7 Finite element model of tool (Quarter of die) 
 
 
4.2.2.1 Effect of the element number in sheet thickness on forming force 
 In this investigation, increasing the number of element in the direction normal to the plane 
of the steel sheet was undertaken to study the effect of mesh size (the thickness dimension of 
the mesh) on the forming force. By increasing number of elements across the sheet 
thickness, it should vary the aspect ratio of the mesh elements (where the aspect ratio is the 
ratio between its largest and smallest dimension) [98]. The mesh size was changed so that 
there were, sequentially, one, two and three mesh elements across the thickness of the metal 
sheet, see Figure 4.7. Figure ‎4.8 shows the punch forming force distribution in the Y- 
direction for one, two and three mesh elements across the thickness of the metal sheet. 
During these simulation tests the mesh element in the elastic cushion was maintained 
constant with an edge length of 1 mm.  Figure ‎4.9 shows the predicted forming force and 
simulation time. It can be seen the maximum predicted punch force increased with 
decreasing thickness of the mesh elements. The maximum forming force for two and three 
elements were 56.39 kN and 58.67 kN respectively, it can be seen that the force in two cases 
converged. However, for only one element in the thickness direction, the maximum forming 
force was 49.36 KN. Thus, the thickness of the sheet was represented by three mesh 
elements in the model simulation for formed metal sheet, because the difference between the 





Figure ‎4.8 Punch force distribution in Y-direction with different numbers 
of mesh elements in the thickness direction of sheet 
 
 
Figure ‎4.9 Effect of mesh element size on the maximum force and simulation time. 
 
 
4.2.2.2 Reliability of numerical model 
To ensure the validity of the FE model  it is necessary to carry out an assessment of the 
stability of the numerical solution to ensure that the solution is close to quasi-static 
conditions. To be considered reliable the FE model must have artificial strain energy 
(ALLAE) and kinetic energy (ALLKE) less than the internal energy (ALLIE), at no more 
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than 10% of the internal energy, and the kinetic energy curve must be free of any 
fluctuations [99, 100]. Figure ‎4.10 shows the maximum values of ALLAR is 7.8%, and 
ALLKE is 0.7% of internal energy. Both energy parameters are within the suggested limit. 
 
Figure ‎4.10 The energy curves of finite element solution 
 
4.2.3 FE modelling of MPF using blank holder  
In the forming of sheet metal by stamping a blank holder is used to reduce or eliminate 
wrinkling and improve shape quality. In the stamping process, a punch pushes a portion of 
the metal sheet into the die cavity until it takes its final shape. As a result of the forming 
process the pressed sheet assumes its radius of curvature, and wrinkling defects can emerge, 
especially in the middle of the edges and particularly at small radii of curvature such as 400 
mm. To produce good quality parts, there should be control of material flow during the 
forming process, this is obtained using a blank holder [101].   
This section presents the results of a numerical study using the blank holder to eliminate 
wrinkling, and the effect of blank holder force on flange wrinkling waves. The dimensions 
of the blank holder (534mmX334mmX50mm) will be used in process modelling. Figure ‎4.11 
shows the FE model with blank holder. The same boundary conditions were applied to die, 
punch, elastic cushion, and metal sheet as given in Section 4.1.2. Additionally, displacement 
boundary conditions were applied to the blank holder, fixing the lower part of the blank 





Figure ‎4.11 Finite element model of tool with blank holder (Quarter die) 
 
4.2.3.1 Determination of suitable blank holder force to eliminate flange wrinkling 
During the MPF process, the sheet inside the blank holder was pulled into the die cavity by 
the punch; as a result of compressive stress during the sheet forming wrinkling will be 
initiated if the Blank Holder Force (BHF) is insufficient, this is called flange wrinkling, see 
Figure ‎4.12. The BHF is an important parameter in the control of wrinkling. Thus, the 
initiation of wrinkling is studied for different values of BHF. The simulation is conducted 
with the values of 5 kN, 10 kN, 15 kN, and 20 kN for the BHF. The thickness of the sheet 
was 1 mm, and radius of curvature of part was 400 mm. It is observed from Figure ‎4.13 and 
Figure ‎4.14 that the flange wrinkling profile over path AB and CB used a different BHF for 
both sides of deformed sheet. It can be seen that the amplitude of the wrinkling is reduced by 




















































AB Path  length (mm) 
BHF=5kN BHF=10kN BHF=15kN BHF=20 kN
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4.2.3.2 Effect of gap distance on the thickness distribution 
 
It is necessary to leave a small gap between blank holder and die to allow the sheet material 








 The magnitude of the gap has significant effect on the sheet thickness distribution and sheet 
lost (overuse). In this simulation study, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm gaps were used between 
die and blank holder. Figure ‎4.16, Figure ‎4.17, and Figure ‎4.18 show the corresponding 
sheet thickness distributions. In general, it can be seen that the thickness distribution was 
more uniform using the 10 mm gap, with maximum and minimum thinning in the overhang 
area obtained using the 5 mm and 15 mm gaps respectivily. Figure ‎4.19 shows the thickness 






















4.2.3.3 Reduced corner defect in doubly curved shape and effect on thickness 
Using a blank holder to eliminate wrinkling in the forming of a double curved part from a 
flat rectangular sheet can lead to a geometrical defect in the corner as shown in Figure ‎4.20. 
This defect can be reduced by increasing the distance between the sheet and die, so that the 
punch stroke is increased. This lead to greater sheet stretching (semi-deep drawing), and 
reduces the geometrical defect as shown by the simulated results in Figure ‎4.21. Figure ‎4.22 
illustrates the corner profile over path ML before increasing the distance between sheet and 
die. It can be seen that a wave profile is produced in the corner as a result of compression 
stress. By increasing the distance between the sheet and die the corner profile becomes more 
uniform, because the lateral compression stress is reduced as a result of sheet stretching in 


















Path length (mm) 
Thickness - gap distance 5mm-path OA
Thickness - gap distance 5mm- path OC
Thickness -gap distance 10mm- path OA
Thickness -gap distance 10mm - path OC
Thickness -gap distance 15mm- path OA

















Path length (mm) 
Thickness - overhang distance 5mm-path HDA
Thickness - overhang distance 5mm- path HFC
Thickness - overhange distance 10mm- path HDA
Thickness - overhange distance 10mm - path HFC
Thickness - overhang distance 15mm- path HDA













Figure ‎4.22 Comparison of corner profile at path ML before and after increasing distance 





Increasing sheet stretching affects sheet thickness distribution. The results of two 
simulations in Figure ‎4.23 and Figure ‎4.24, respectively, show thickness distributions before 
and after treating the corner defect. It can be seen that the sheet thinning in the deformed 
area after reducing the corner defect is greater than before the reduction of the corner defect. 
This result is normal, because increasing the distance between sheet and die leads to an 
increase in the punch stroke, so that sheet thinning increases as a result of the sheet 
stretching.  
 
Figure ‎4.23 Thickness distribution on doubly curved shape with corner defect 
 
Figure ‎4.24 Thickness distribution on doubly curved shape after eliminating corner defect 
 
Figure ‎4.25 shows the thickness along path BD. It can be seen that the thickness distribution 
is the same for all three condition up to about 50 mm along the path and from about 150 mm 
to the end of the path. However, there is difference in thickness distribution from about 50 
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mm to about 150 mm.  Before reducing the corner defect there is slight increase in thickness 
along the path BD with a maximum at 75 mm. After reducing the corner defect there is a 
sharp but substantial increase in thickness at 65 mm after which the thickness quickly 
returns to 1 mm at about 80 mm. For both these conditions there is a slight thinning of the 
sheet beyond about 150 mm. Using a curved blank holder corner to reduce maximum 
thickening is effective, as shown in Figure 4.23. However the thickening takes place over a 
greater length of path BD, it starts from about 50 mm and extends until about 115 mm. 
Thus, the blank holder with angled corner will be used in the experimental work.  
 
Figure ‎4.25 Thickness distributions over path DB 
 
 
4.2.4 Validation of the finite element model without blank holder 
The numerical model was validated against experimental results using the following 
parameters; a 1 mm thick steel sheet, 3 mm elastic cushion thickness, and pin size 10 mm to 
produce a shape with a 400 mm radius of curvature. The results are shown in Figure ‎4.26, 
the force remains approximately constant until the punch displacement reaches 25 mm. At 
this position, pins come into contact with the elastic cushion and plastic deformation starts to 
take place. After that, the force increases with plastic deformation due to strain hardening of 

















Path length (mm) 
Thickness distribution before increasing the distance between sheet and die with angle corner of blank holder
Thickness distribution after increasing the distance between sheet and die with angle corner of blank holder
Thickness distribution after increasing the distance between sheet and die with curved corner of blank holder
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deformation again due to strain hardening of the material and compression of the elastic 
cushion until the steel sheet takes its final shape. The maximum predicted forming force was 
58.6 kN when the upper and lower dies are closed and the measured force, which was 61.1 




Figure ‎4.26 Comparison of predicted and experimental force for multi-point forming 
without blank holder 
 
 
4.2.5 Validation of the finite element model with blank holder 
The FE model with blank holder was also validated against experimental results using the 
following parameters;  1 mm thick steel sheet, 3 mm thick elastic cushion,  pin size 10 mm, 
with 400 mm radius of curvature and BHF=20 kN. As shown in Figure ‎4.27, the simulated 
and experimental forces are the same until the punch displacement reached 3 mm, after 
which the force increases to overcoming the blank holder pressure until punch displacement 
reached 34 mm after which the force increased sharply with plastic deformation due to strain 
hardening of the material and compression of the elastic cushion. This continues until the 
















Punch movement (mm) 
Force profile - Experimental work
Force profile - Simulation work
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and lower dies are closed and the measured force was 75.23 kN, giving an error in the 
maximum force of approximately 3%. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.27 Comparison of predicted and experimental force for multi-point forming model 
with blank holder 
 
 
The good agreement between the FE and experimental results gives confidence in the use of 
numerical simulations to study the effect of process parameters.  
Next is the assessment of the influence of the pin size, radius of curvature of part that will be 
produced, elastic cushion thickness, and coefficient of friction on wrinkling, shape accuracy 
and thickness variation. 
 
4.3 Parametric study 
This section explains the investigation of the effects of the main parameters relating die 
shape to the surface quality characteristics of the parts formed. These parameters are the pin 
size, radius of curvature of part, elastic cushion thickness, and coefficient of friction. The 


















Punch movment (mm) 
Force profile - Experimental work
Force profile - Simulation work
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4.3.1   Effect of pin size on wrinkling, shape accuracy and sheet thickness  
To study the effect of pin size on wrinkling, shape accuracy and variation in sheet thickness 
the remaining parameters such as the radius of curvature, elastic cushion thickness, 
coefficient of friction and sheet dimensions must be held constant. Figure ‎4.28 shows the 
effect of different pin sizes 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm on the wrinkle wave form. In all 
three cases, wrinkling appears in the middle of both sheet edges. For path CB, the wrinkles 
differ in shape and amplitude depending on pin size. It can be seen the smallest wrinkle 
amplitude (difference between actual and target profiles) is for the smallest pin size (10 mm) 
and the largest wrinkle amplitude occurs for the largest pin size (20 mm). While for path 
AB, the 15 mm pin gives maximum amplitude of the wrinkle and largest number of wrinkle 
waves. The wrinkled profile using the 10 mm pin was closest to target profile.  
It can also be seen from Figure 4.28 that the number of wrinkle waves on path AB is greater 
than the number of wrinkle waves on path CB, and the wrinkle wave amplitude for path AB 
less than for path CB.  
 
Figure ‎4.28 Effect of pin size on wrinkling at Path AB and CB 
 
As shown in Figure ‎4.29 and Figure ‎4.30, for the mutually perpendicular paths both OA and 




















Profile length (mm) 
Wrinkling at path AB- Pin size=10mm
Wrinkling at path AB- Pin size=15mm
Wrinkling at path AB-Pin size=20mm
Target profile - R=400mm
Wrinkling at path CB-Pin size=10mm
Wrinkling at path CB- Pin size=15mm
Wrinkling at pathCB- Pin size=20mm
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along the length of the profiles, after that, there is clear deviation on both paths. The two 
profiles formed using pin sizes 15 mm and 20 mm were close together but neither was 
coincident with the target profile in the middle of the sheet. This deviation from target 
profile in the middle of deformed sheet was due to low pressure in the middle area of the 
deformed sheet, see Figure ‎4.31. For the same punch movement, the pressure is changed due 
to the different size gaps between pin tips. 
 



























Profile at middle-Pin size=10mm Profile at middle-Pin size=15mm





















Path length (mm) 
Profile at middle-Pin size=10mm Profile at middle-Pin size=15mm
















c- Pressure distribution on deformed sheet using pin size 20 mm 
 
 




Figure ‎4.32 illustrates the thickness distribution of the deformed sheet using different pin 
sizes. In general, it can be seen clearly that the greatest thinning and thickening occur using 
pin size 20 mm, and least thinning and thickening occur using pin size 10 mm.  
 
a-Thickness distribution (pin size =10 mm) 
 
b-Thickness distribution (pin size=15 mm) 
 
c-thickness distribution ( pin size=20 mm) 
Figure ‎4.32 Thickness distribution of deformed sheet using different pin sizes 
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The predicted thickness variation of the deformed sheet along paths OA and OB, for the 
three pin sizes, are compared in Figure ‎4.33 and Figure ‎4.34 . For all three pin sizes, for both 
paths, the thickness in the central region decreased and at edges increased. On path OB, the 
thickness variation is slightly more uniform than the thickness variation along path OA. 
However, while the thickness distribution around the middle of the deformed sheet was 
more uniform with the 10 mm pin, that pin tended to produce the greatest thinning at the 
centre and the greatest thickening at the edges. 
 






























Path length (mm) 
Thickness variation at path OA- Pin size=10mm
Thickness variation at path OA- Pinsize=15mm





















Path length (mm) 
Thickness variation at path OB- Pin size=10mm
Thickness variation at  path OB- Pin size=15mm
Thickness variation at path OB- Pin size=20mm
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4.3.2 Effect of radius of curvature of the formed part on wrinkling, shape accuracy and   
          thickness variation 
 
To study the effect of curvature of the formed part on wrinkling, shape accuracy and 
thickness variation all other parameters must be constant. For a double curved part, different 
parameters effect deformed sheet quality, for instance, the geometry of the product which is 
representing by the radius of curvature. In this case, the radii of curvature of 400 mm, 600 
mm, and 800 mm have been used. The deflection profiles along paths AB and CB are shown 
in Figure ‎4.35. The effect of radius of curvature on wrinkling can be seen. The lowest 
wrinkling occurs along paths AB and CB for radius of curvature 800 mm, and the highest 
wrinkling on both paths for radius of curvature 400 mm. This is believed to be due to the 
influence of the stress and strain distribution in the deformed sheet [47]. The general trend is 
for wrinkling to increase with decrease in radius of curvature. 
 




















Path length (mm) 
Wrinkling at path CB- R=400mm Wrinkling at path AB -R=400mm
Wrinkling at path CB - R=600mm Wrinkling at path AB -R=600mm
Wrinkling at path CB-R=800mm Wrinkling at path AB- R=800mm
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From Figure ‎4.36, the effect of curvature on deflection of the deformed sheet can be clearly 
seen. Decreasing the radius of curvature caused increased deviation between target profile 
and deformed profile. The highest deviation occurred for the 400 mm radius of curvature, 
particularly for paths lengths longer than 100 mm. The smallest deviations were obtained 
using the 800 mm radius of curvature; here the target profile and actual profile did not differ 
significantly. The accuracy of the deformed shape decreases with decrease in radius of 
curvature. The deviation between target shape and formed shape is thought to be due to the 
contact area between punch and sheet, when using 400 mm as the radius of curvature this 
area is smaller than the contact area when the radius of curvature is 800 mm. This means the 
material flow of the elastic cushion toward the edges of the sheet increases and prevents the 
sheet from reaching the target profile.   
 
 
Figure ‎4.36 Effect of the radius of curvature on profile of the deformed sheet along paths 






















Path length (mm) 
 Profile at path OB-R=400mm Profile at path OA- R=400mm
Target profile- R=400mm Profile at path OB -R=600mm
Profile at path OA -R=600mm Target profile -R=600mm




As can be seen in Figure ‎4.37 that the biggest reduction in thickness (thinning) and biggest 
increase in thickness (thickening) occur with the smallest radius of curvature, and the least 
thinning and least thickening occurs with the highest radius of curvature. Figure ‎4.38 shows 
the thickness distribution along paths OA and path OC. It can be seen that thinning occurs at 
the centre of the deformed sheet and thickening at the middle of the edges. This means that 
decreasing the radius of curvature causes an increase in thickness variation. 
 
a-Thickness distribution (radius of curvature =400 mm) 
 
 
b-Thickness distribution (radius of curvature =600 mm) 
 
 
c-Thickness distribution (radius of curvature =800 mm) 





Figure ‎4.38 Effect of the radius of curvature on thickness distribution along paths OA and 
OB 
 
4.3.3   Effect of elastic cushion thickness on wrinkling, shape accuracy and thickness             
variation 
Figure ‎4.39 shows the effect of different elastic cushion thicknesses, 3 mm, 6 mm, and 9 
mm on the wrinkle waveform. In all three cases, a wrinkle waveform appears at the centre of 
both sheet edges. On path AB, the wrinkle waves are different in shape and amplitude from 
those along CB, with the number of wrinkle waves on path AB more than on path CB. At 
path AB, it can be seen the smallest and biggest wrinkle wave amplitudes occur when using 
elastic cushion thicknesses of 3 mm and 9 mm respectively.  
 


















Path length (mm) 
Thickness at path OA -R=400mm Thickness at path OC -R=400mm
Thickness at path OA- R=600mm Thickness at path OC -R=600mm



















Path length (mm) 
Wrinkling at path CB- t=3mm Wrinkling at path AB -t=3mm
Wrinkling at path CB -t=6mm Wrinkling at path AB -t=6mm
Wrinkling at path CB -t=9mm Wrinkling at path AB -t=9mm
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As can be seen in Figure ‎4.40, the effect of elastic cushion thickness on the deformed shape 
at its centre is not significant. The deviation between deformed profile and target profile for 
each of the three elastic cushion thicknesses; 3 mm, 6 mm, and 9 mm, was approximately 
equal. There is good agreement between target shape and deformed shape from the sheet 








The general thickness distribution of the deformed sheet is shown in Figure 4.41 a-c. 
It can be seen that the thickness distribution using elastic cushion thickness of 9 mm is more 
uniform than for the elastic cushions of thickness 3 mm and 6 mm. Figure ‎4.42 illustrates 
the thickness distribution along paths OA and OC and shows that the thickness distribution 



















Path length (mm) 
Profie at Path OC- t=3mm Profile at path OA- t=3mm
Profile at path OC-t=6mm Profile at path OA- t=6mm





a-Thickness distribution (elastic cushion thickness=3mm)  
 
 
b-Thickness distribution (elastic cushion thickness=6mm) 
 
 
c-Thickness distribution (elastic cushion thickness=9mm) 
 







Figure ‎4.42 Effect of elastic cushion thickness on thickness distribution along paths OA and 
OC 
 
4.3.4 Effect of coefficient of friction on wrinkling, shape accuracy, and thickness 
variation 
To study the effect of friction between the elastic cushion and the pins, and the elastic 
cushion and the sheet, several simulations have been performed with coefficient of friction 
0.0, 0.05, and 0.1 as used in literature review [102]. Other parameters were maintained 
constant, pin size 10 mm, radius of curvature 400 mm, and elastic cushion thickness 3 mm. 
Figure ‎4.43 shows a very slight decrease of wrinkle height with increasing coefficient of 
friction, particularly along AB, the long sheet side. Increasing the coefficient of friction 
leads to reduced sliding of the cushion material between pins and sheet, and this may help to 
increase the pressure on the sheet in the wrinkled area and reduce the wrinkle height.  
Figure ‎4.44 illustrate the effect of friction on the formed profile along the two paths OA and 
OC. It can be seen that the friction effect on the deformed profile is not significant. There is 
a variation between target and formed shape after 70% of the path length (about 100 mm) 


















Path length (mm) 
Thickness variation at pathOA -t=3mm Thickness variation at path OC- t=3mm
Thickness variation at path OA-t=6mm Thickness variation at path OC -t=6mm








Figure ‎4.44 Effect of the coefficient of friction on deformed profile over paths OA and OC 
 
 
Figure ‎4.45 a, b, and c show general thickness distribution for different coefficients of 
friction. It can be seen that sheet thickening in the middle of the edges decreased with 




















Path length (mm) 
Wrinkling at path CB-f=0.0 Wrinkling at path AB- f=0.0
Wrinkling at path CB- f=0.05 Wrinkling at path AB- f=0.05





















Path length (mm) 
Profile at path OA- f=0.0 Profilr at path OC-f=0.0
target profile-R=400mm Profile at path OA- f=0.05




increase in coefficient of friction. The thickness variation along paths OA and OC is shown 
in Figure ‎4.46, it can be seen that the effect of friction is not significant for either path, 
though there is some slight variation when the paths pass through a wrinkled area.   
 
a- Thickness distribution (coefficient of friction=0.0) 
 
 
b- Thickness distribution (coefficient of friction=0.05) 
 
 
c-Thickness distribution (coefficient of friction=0.1)  
 
 





Figure ‎4.46 Effect of coefficient of friction on thickness distribution along paths OA and OC 
 
4.4 Summary 
Many tests have been carried out to determine the mechanical properties of DC05 steel 
sheet, 5251-O aluminium sheet and polyurethane shore A65 and shore A 90. The samples’ 
preparation and machine setup are explained in Appendix B. The stress-strain curve for 
DC05 steel sheet, 5251-O aluminium sheet and elastic cushion is shown in Figure 4.2 and 
Figure 4.5. The plastic anisotropy (r) in three directions and the normal anisotropy 
coefficient (Ra) of DC05 steel and 5251-O aluminium sheets are illustrated in Table 4.1 and 
Table 4.2. Comparison between yield stress and ultimate tensile stress for DC05 steel and 
Aluminium 5251-O at 00, 450, and 900 to the rolling orientation are shown in Figure 4.3.  
ABAQUS/ Explicit has been used to simulate a multi-point stamping model with and 
without a blank holder, and simulation time reduced using mass scaling. The experimental 
results were used to validate the numerical results and showed good agreement. The effect 
of pin size, curvature of the formed sheet, thickness of elastic cushion, and friction effects on 
wrinkling, formed profile and thickness variation were investigated using the FE model. The 
simulated models show the ability for the dynamic explicit FE code to simulate the multi-



















Path length (mm) 
Thickness variation at path OA-f=0.0 Thickness variation at path OC-f=0.0
Thickness variation at path OA-f=0.05 Thickness variation at path OC-f=0.05
Thickness variation at path OA-f=0.1 Thickness variation at path OC-f=0.1
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size, radius of curvature, elastic cushion thickness, and coefficient of friction on wrinkling, 
deformed profile, and thickness variation. All parameters have important effects on 
wrinkling, thickness variation and deformed profile, except coefficient of friction which has 































MPF is subject to many parameters which have been listed previously in this thesis - 
including tool or workpiece parameters which will include the dimensions of the pin such as 
tip radius, pin arrangement, and the quality of the tool surface which is directly related to the 
thickness and elasticity of the cushion. Also of interest are parameters relating to the sheet 
metal to be formed, its lateral dimensions, its thickness, as well as the properties of the 
material itself, such as elasticity. To maximise the quality of the part formed by a flexible 
MPF die it is necessary to carry out an investigation of the effect of the parameters listed, 
and determine the best possible values of those parameters. Using Design of Experiments 
(DoE), “a systematic method to determine the relationship between factors affecting a 
process‎ and‎ the‎ output‎ of‎ that‎ process”‎ [103], and ANOVA (analysis of variance – Design 
expert 7), the effects of the process parameters listed on sheet metal forming were 
determined [104-106].  Further, ANOVA and DoE have been used to construct an empirical 
model relating the listed process parameters to known geometric imperfections of the multi-
point stamping process [107]. DoE and numerical simulation were used to determine how 
variation in the process parameters affected wrinkling, variation in thickness and divergence 
from the target profile, and hence empirically develop a model for these geometric type 
errors. 




5.1 Methodology of the study 
In this study, the DoE included the main MPF process parameters with objective of showing 
their effect on wrinkling, variation in thickness and divergence from the target profile and to 
determine which forming parameters had most effect. The next step was to determine those 
process parameters which gave the best production outcome. The outcomes of the 
experiment were quantitative measures that can be used to predict the quality of the 
designated process.  
 
5.2 Procedure for the Design of Experiments 
To sensibly design an experiment and analyse the results, one must have a well-defined idea 
of just what is being studied, what data are of interest, how they are to be collected, and 
some understanding of how they are to be analysed. The common approach is Design of 
Experiments (DoE) which is usually follow many steps; chose the response variable, 
choosen factors and levels, choose the experiment design, implement the experiments, 
conduct data analysis, and conclude results [108]. The aim of DoE in this study is to 
determine those factors which have greatest effect on the MPF stamping process and the 
effect of changing them to better control product quality. DoE was realized using the design 
of experiment software, DESIGN EXPERT V.7, which is Windows compatible.  This 
software package is designed to identify the most importtant factors that affect a given 
process or product and has many useful prcedures including a number of experiment design 
procedures such as factorial design (3 factors each with 3 levels could need as many as 27 
tests, so full factorial design tests are generally limited to five variables at most), and 
response surface method (RSM) which applies statistical tools for analysing the 
experimental results and modelling them graphically as a response surface [109]. Depending 
on the number of variables the surface can be plotted in three-dimensional space, or as 
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contour‎ plots,‎ that‎ allow‎ the‎ shape‎ of‎ the‎ response‎ surface‎ to‎ be‎ “seen”.‎ The‎ surfaces‎ are‎
contours of constant response and the height of each contour corresponds to the magnitude 
of the response. RSM designs are commonly used to improve or optimise process settings, 
to make a process of production less sensitive to external, non-controlled influences.  
The Central Composite Method (CCM) is a subset of the RSM and has been used in this 
study. Here each control factor was given one of three values, or levels, and CCM was used 
to model the likely relationship between input and output parameters. The derived model 
will determine the output values for any given optimization problem. The response surface is 
obtained for the design variables using statistical analyses of the experimental results, 
including, for function approximation, the least square method. All independent variables 
are assumed to be measurable, continuous and controllable with negligibly small errors. The 
functional relationship between the response surface and the independent variables is as 
shown in Equation 5.1: 
                              𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, … , 𝑥𝑘)                                                                              (5.1) 
where y is the response surface, the response of the system, and xi the independent variables. 
The target is to optimize y. Usually, it is necessary to determine an appropriate 
approximation for y in terms of xi. Usually, a 2nd order model is used with RSM, see 
Equation 5.2 [109, 110]. 
            𝑦 = 𝛽𝑜 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 
𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1  𝑥𝑖




𝑖=1  𝑥𝑗 + 𝜖                            (5.2) 
 
where input parameters x1, x2, . .  ,xk affect the response y;  
β0, βii (i‎= ‎1,2,.‎.‎.‎,k) ,‎β ij (i = 1,2, . . .,k; j = 1, 2,. . . ,k) are unknown parameters   
where 𝜖 is the noise or error in y.   
In‎ the‎ second‎ order‎ model‎ it‎ is‎ necessary‎ to‎ determine‎ the‎ coefficients,‎ β.‎ This‎ is‎ done‎ by‎ the‎
least square method. Generally, Equation 5.3 is written as: 




where 𝜖 is a matrix of errors, b is a matrix of coefficients, X is a matrix of independent 
variables, and Y is a matrix of measured values. Matrix manipulation is the usual method for 
solving Equation 5.3, as shown in Equation 5.4. 
                                        𝑏 = (?́?𝑋)−1 ?́?𝑌                                                                    (5.4) 
 
where?́?, is the transpose of the matrix X, and (?́?𝑋)−1 is the inverse of the matrix 𝑋 𝑋́ .  
 
5.3 Design of Experiment (DoE) 
 In Chapter 4, the study showed that the parameters of the Multi-point Forming process that 
affect product quality are elastic cushion thickness, coefficient of friction, pin dimension, 
and radius of curvature.  The objectives here are to show the effect of these four process 
factors on wrinkling, deviation from target shape and thickness variation, and to develop a 
general equation that can predict these selected responses for different process parameters. 
Central Composite Method design was used to generate a set of experiments for the four 
process factors where each factor is varied over three levels, high, intermediate and low. 
 
5.3.1 Description of factor levels 
    
             Table ‎5-1 shows the four process factors to be tested, and the physical values 
assigned to the corresponding levels.     
             Table ‎5-1 Process parameters [111] 
Parameters Unit Levels 
Low Intermediate High 
Elastic cushion thickness (A) mm 3 6 9 
Coefficient of friction (B) ---- 0 0.05 0.1 
Pin dimension (C) mm 10 15 20 
Radius of curvature (D) mm 400 600 800 
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5.3.2 Design of experiment (DoE) plan   
The DoE RSM design was used to generate a set of experiments for the four process factors 
with each factor separately assigned three levels, high, intermediate, and low.     Table ‎5-2 
presents the results for 27 runs which represent the DoE plan.  
     Table ‎5-2 Design of experiment plan [111] 
Run 





Radius of curvature 
(mm) 
1 3 0.1 20 400 
2 6 0 15 600 
3 3 0 20 800 
4 9 0 10 400 
5 3 0.1 10 400 
6 9 0 20 400 
7 3 0.1 10 800 
8 3 0 10 400 
9 6 0.05 15 800 
10 3 0 10 800 
11 9 0.1 10 800 
12 9 0 10 800 
13 9 0.1 20 800 
14 3 0.05 15 600 
15 6 0.05 20 600 
16 9 0.1 20 400 
17 6 0.05 15 400 
18 9 0.05 15 600 
19 6 0.1 15 600 
20 6 0.05 15 600 
21 9 0.1 10 400 
22 6 0.05 15 600 
23 9 0 20 800 
24 3 0.1 20 800 
25 6 0.05 15 600 
26 3 0 20 400 




5.3.3 Quantitative response variable 
 The forming quality is represented as the quantitative response, which includes wrinkling, 
deviation between formed and target shape, and thickness variation. The wrinkling was 
measured as the normal distance between target shape and formed shape as shown in 
Figure ‎5.1, and then the root mean square error (RMSE), see Equation 5.5 was used to 
calculate the equivalent value.  




𝑖=1                                                           (5.5) 
 
Figure ‎5.1 Quantification of wrinkling (see Eq. 5.5) [111]  
 
The maximum deviation between the target and formed shape was measured at the centre of 
the sheet as shown in Figure ‎5.2.  
 
Figure ‎5.2 Measure of maximum deviation from the target shape [111] 
 
Sheet thickness was measured at different locations across the sheet and the standard 
deviation (SD), as expressed in Equation 5.6 was used to represent thickness variation. 
                                          𝑆𝐷 =   √
1
𝑁
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − ?̅?)2 
𝑁
𝑖=1                                                         (5.6) 
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In Equation 5.6; 𝑥𝑖 is a value in the ith member of the data set, ?̅? is the mean of the data set, 
and N is the number of data points 
 
5.4 Numerical modeling of multi point forming and material data  
5.4.1 Model types 
FE models were developed for a multi-point forming die, which consists of a pair of pin 
matrices, a blank sheet and two elastic cushions. Due to symmetry, only a quarter of the die 
was simulated to reduce computation time. The pins have a hemispherical tip and square 
cross section. Three pin tip radii were considered, 10 mm, 15 mm and 20 mm. The length of 
the square cross section was equal to the tip radius. Three pin configurations were simulated: 
a 10x10 matrix (using a 10 mm pin tip radius), a 6x6 matrix (using a 15 mm pin tip radius) 
and a 5x5 matrix (using a 20 mm pin tip radius) as shown in  
Figure ‎5.3 (a, b and c). Figure ‎5.4 shows the pin shapes and dimensions. 
 
 
(a)10x10 matrix with  
10 mm pin tip radius 
(b) 6x6 matrix with 15 mm 
pin tip radius 
(c) 5x5 matrix with 20 mm 
pin tip radius  
 





Figure ‎5.4 The pin shapes and dimensions for the three pin configurations 
(All dimensions in mm) [111]  
 
5.4.2 Element types and boundary conditions  
The metal sheet and elastic cushion were modelled as deformable bodies using the 
ABAQUS C3D8R quadratic brick type element [20]. The numbers of mesh elements for the 
metal sheet and the 3 mm-thick elastic cushion were 288, 300 and 9,248 respectively. The 
upper and lower dies were modelled as rigid bodies and the element type was the rigid three-
dimensional element with four nodes, R3D4. The number of elements for the upper die was 
equal to that for the lower die in all three models. The mesh elements for the dies with pin 
sizes 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm were 59,400, 46,080 and 53,550 respectively. Since only a 
quarter of the model was considered, symmetric boundary conditions were applied to the 
sheet and elastic cushion. Displacement boundary conditions were used to fix the lower die 
in the X, Y and Z directions, and the upper die in the X and Z directions. The upper die 




Figure ‎5.5 Element mesh type and boundary conditions [111] 
 
 
In common with simulations of other sheet metal forming processes such as conventional 
deep drawing and stamping, an explicit solver was used to avoid convergence issues because 
the number of elements was high, and the contact problem was complicated [77, 112]. 
 
5.4.3 Material data 
The material of the blank sheet used in the numerical simulation is medium strength DC05 
steel 1 mm thick, the properties of which were found experimentally, as reported in Chapter 
4, see Table ‎5-3. The material was assumed to be isotropic and the elasto-plastic simulation 
model was used. A power law equation was selected to represent the flow stress of the 
material, see Equation 5.7 [113]. 
                         𝜎 = 𝑘. 𝑛                                                     (5.7) 
 where 𝞼  is true stress, k is strength coefficient, ε is true strain, and n is strain hardening.                      
Table ‎5-3 Mechanical properties of the sheet metal [111] 
Property Values 
Modulus of elasticity (E) 220 GPa 
Yield stress (σ) 201.9 MPa 
Poisson ratio (ν) 0.3 
Density (ρ) 7870 kg/ m3 
Strength coefficient (k) 527.13 MPa 
Strain-hardening exponent (n) 0.17 
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Figure ‎5.6 shows the stress –strain curve of DC05 sheet steel obtained with a uniaxial tensile 
test using a Zwick tensile test machine.  The curve was generated by fitting a power law to 
the experimental data.  
             
Figure ‎5.6 Experimental stress-strain results for DC05 sheet steel and fitted curve [111] 
 
An elastic cushion is required in multi-point forming to protect the sheet from dimpling [43, 
114].  In this investigation, the material of the elastic cushion was chosen to be Polyurethane 
A-90 as it is commonly used in this process [43]. Figure ‎5.7 shows the flow stress for 
polyurethane A-90 obtained using a Zwick tensile test machine. The experimental results are 
very similar to those obtained by Seo, et al., [115].  The experimental behaviour of the 
elastic cushion was also compared against three material models, Mooney-Rivlin, neo-
Hooke, and Yeoh.  As shown in Figure 5.7, the hyper-elastic model (Mooney-Rivlin model) 
describes the hyperelastic behaviour of Polyurethane A-90 well. The model can be 
expressed using Equation 5.8. 
                              𝑊 = 𝐶10(𝐼1 − 3) + 𝐶01(𝐼2 − 3)                                                           (5.8) 
where W is the strain energy per unit volume, I1 and I2 are the first and second invariants of 

























properties obtained from a uniaxial compression test conducted using a material of Shore 




Figure ‎5.7 Nominal compression stress–strain relationship for polyurethane A-90  
compared with Mooney-Rivlin, neo-Hooke , and Yeoh models [111] 
 
 
5.5 DoE results 
    Table ‎5-4 follows the experimental plan based on the RSM, and presents the numerical 
results for wrinkling, thickness variation, and the deviation between formed and target 
shapes for all 27 test runs. All the simulation results were statistically analysed using Design 












































































1 3 0.1 20 400 1.62 2.52 0.002028 
2 6 0 15 600 0 0.74 0.000677 
3 3 0 20 800 0 0.52 0.000427 
4 9 0 10 400 1.64 2.19 0.001187 
5 3 0.1 10 400 1.27 1.84 0.001847 
6 9 0 20 400 1.79 2.50 0.000935 
7 3 0.1 10 800 0 0.37 0.000571 
8 3 0 10 400 1.46 2.19 0.001781 
9 6 0.05 15 800 0 0.33 0.000420 
10 3 0 10 800 0 0.30 0.000543 
11 9 0.1 10 800 0 0.46 0.001631 
12 9 0 10 800 0 0.62 0.000659 
13 9 0.1 20 800 0 0.74 0.000650 
14 3 0.05 15 600 0 0.68 0.000682 
15 6 0.05 20 600 0.75 1.06 0.000734 
16 9 0.1 20 400 1.75 2.48 0.001948 
17 6 0.05 15 400 1.10 1.48 0.001197 
18 9 0.05 15 600 0 0.77 0.000793 
19 6 0.1 15 600 0 0.68 0.001175 
20 6 0.05 15 600 0 0.66 0.000838 
21 9 0.1 10 400 1.60 2.02 0.004672 
22 6 0.05 15 600 0 0.66 0.000838 
23 9 0 20 800 0 0.78 0.000424 
24 3 0.1 20 800 0 0.55 0.000459 
25 6 0.05 15 600 0 0.66 0.000838 
26 3 0 20 400 1.69 2.66 0.001879 
27 6 0.05 10 600 0 1.09 0.001146 
 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed to identify significant process parameters. 
In this investigation, the null hypothesis was that the factor under consideration had 
insignificant effect. A significance level of 5% was used which means that the more the P-
value falls below 5% the more important the factor [118]. Table ‎5-5 shows the P-value for 
the main factors and interactions. The ANOVA results suggest that a quadratic model 
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closely describes the wrinkling and maximum shape deviation while a two-factor interaction 
model provides a very good prediction of the thickness variation. The R-square and adjusted 
R-square values, which are measures of model fit, did not go below 95% for any of the 
responses.  
        Table ‎5-5 Significant factors and corresponding P-values [111] 
                    Response factors 





Cushion thickness (A) 0.2999 0.1691 0.2193 
Friction (B) 0.6276 0.2110 0.0071 
Pin size ( C) 0.0344 0.0010 0.0454 
Radius of curvature (D) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 
Significant interaction - - AB=0.0145 AC=0.0476 
 
The ANOVA results in Table 5-5 indicate that radius of curvature and pin size are the most 
important factors and have a significant effect on wrinkling, maximum shape deviation, and 
thickness variation. Friction has a significant effect only on thickness variation, while 
cushion thickness has no important effects. Additionally, interactions between cushion 
thickness and friction and between cushion thickness and pin size did significantly affect 
sheet thickness variation. 
 
5.5.1 Wrinkling 
  Figure ‎5.8 shows the effect of pin size and radius of curvature on wrinkling. It can be seen 
from the surface plot that wrinkling increased noticeably with a decrease in the radius of 
curvature. Figure ‎5.9 reveals the stress distribution on both sides of the sheet when a small 
radius of curvature is used. A small radius of curvature will lead to large bending 
deformation combined with plane stress, as the sheet surface tries to contract under the pins. 
This leads to stress instability and wrinkling [47]. Small pins (less than 12.5 mm) or large 
pins (more than 17.5 mm) will increase wrinkling. Using pins that are too small will reduce 
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the pin offset (the height difference between two adjacent pins), which forces the elastic 
cushion to flow towards the sheet edges. As such, the thickness of the elastic cushion at the 
edges increases, which leads to wrinkling. Too large a pin size will increase the pin offset 
causing non-uniform stress distribution especially at the edges of the sheet (where wrinkling 
takes place). Minimal wrinkling can be obtained by using a large radius of curvature (800 
mm) with medium size pins (15 mm).  
 




Figure ‎5.9 Pressure distributions on upper and lower sides of formed sheet   
(radius of curvature =400mm) [111]   
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5.5.2  Maximum shape deviation 
Figure ‎5.10 shows the effect of pin size and radius of curvature on the maximum shape 
deviation. It can be seen from the surface plot that the maximum deviation increases with 
decrease in the radius of curvature. Using small pins (less than 12.5 mm) or large pins (more 
than 17.5 mm) will increase the maximum deviation. Figure ‎5.11 shows the pressure 
distribution on the deformed sheet when  small pins and large pins are used. Too small a pin 
(less than12.5 mm) will reduce the contact area which increases stresses. Excessive stresses 
will over-deform the sheet and increase the maximum deviation from the target shape. Too 
large a pin (more than 17.5 mm) will increase the contact area, reducing stresses. Having 
insufficient stresses does not provide the required deformation and increases the deviation 
from the target. The minimum deviation from the target shape can be obtained when using a 
large radius of curvature (800 mm) with medium size pins (15 mm).  
          
 
 





Figure ‎5.11 Pressure distribution on the formed sheet for small and large pin sizes (radius of 
curvature =400mm) [111] 
 
 
5.5.3  Thickness variation 
Figure ‎5.12 show the effect of the coefficient of friction and pin size on thickness variation 
and, as can be seen, the higher the coefficient of friction, the larger the thickness variation. 
When the coefficient of friction increases, relative motion between the sheet and the cushion 
becomes more difficult, this resists material flow which leads to sheet thinning in the middle 
of the die and thickening at the sheet edges [119]. Additionally, small pin size leads to an 
increase in the thickness variation. When small pins are used, the spacing between pin tips 
decreases which causes more resistance to the flow and deformation of the elastic cushion. 
This leads to non-uniform deformation of the sheet. The minimum thickness variation is 




   
Figure ‎5.12 Effect of coefficient of friction and pin size on thickness variation [111]  
 
Figure ‎5.13 shows the effect of friction and radius of curvature on thickness variation, it can 
be be seen that the thickness variation increased with increasing friction and curvature. The 
maximum thickness variation occurs for the smallest radius of curvature (400 mm) and 
highest friction (0.1). With small curvature, fewer pins are in contact with the sheet at the 
beginning of deformation and stress concentrations will occur, leading to localised sheet 
thinning in the middle of the sheet [120].   
 
     
Figure ‎5.13 Effect of coefficient of friction and  radius of curvature  
on thickness variation [111]  
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 Figure ‎5.14 shows the effect of interaction between elastic cushion thickness and coefficient 
of friction on workpiece thickness variation. With no friction, the workpiece thickness 
variation decreases with increase in elastic cushion thickness. With friction, the variation in 
the workpiece thickness increases with the elastic cushion thickness. A thick elastic cushion 
is expected to expand laterally when compressed. However, a high coefficient of friction 
will resist this movement which leads to non-uniform deformation 
 
 
Figure ‎5.14 Effect of interaction between cushion thickness and coefficient 
 of friction on workpiece thickness variation [111] 
 
Figure ‎5.15 shows the effect of elastic cushion thickness and pin size on workpiece 
thickness variation. With large pins, increased cushion thickness decreases workpiece 
thickness variation. However, when small pins are used, increasing the elastic cushion 
thickness will lead to an increase in the thickness variation [119]. This is because the gaps 






Figure ‎5.15 Effect of interaction between cushion thickness and pin size on 
workpiece thickness variation [111] 
 
Thus, the largest variation in workpiece thickness arises with a combination of a thick elastic 
cushion, small pins and large coefficient of friction. 
 
5.6 Prediction of each quality characteristic 
An empirical model has been developed to predict  wrinkling, maximum deviation from 
target and thickness variation using a general second-order polynomial equation (Equation 
5.9) [111]. This equation was constructed based on the four process parameters; elastic 
cushion  thickness, coefficient of friction, pin size and radius of curvature.  Depending on 
the response parameter, each process parameter has related coefficients as listed in                 
              Table ‎5-6 
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒(𝑞) = 𝑘0 + 𝑘1 𝐴 + 𝑘2 𝐵 + 𝑘3 𝐶 + 𝑘4 𝐷 + 𝑘5 𝐴𝐵 + 𝑘6𝐴𝐶 + 𝑘7𝐴𝐷 + 𝑘8 𝐵𝐶 +
                                      𝑘9 𝐵𝐷 + 𝑘10 𝐶𝐷 + 𝑘11 𝐴
2 + 𝑘12𝐵
2 + 𝑘13 𝐶
2 + 𝑘14 𝐷
2                 (5.9) 
 
where q is the response parameter (i.e. wrinkling, maximum deviation from target or 
thickness variation), A is the elastic cushion thickness, B is the coefficient of friction, C is 
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the pin size, and D is the radius of curvature; k0 to k14 are model coefficient values 
corresponding to each response parameter. Table 5.6 shows the values of k0-k14. 
                
              Table ‎5-6 Coefficient values corresponding to each response parameter [111] 





k0 8.72134 8.62860 1.8125E-003 
k1 0.12240 -0.09776 1.9210E-004 
k2 -1.09204 -6.59537 0.018333 
k3 -0.34898 -0.41928 4.7636E-005 
k4 -0.01809 -0.01117 -3.4404E-006 
k5 0.07500 0.00000 2.2588E-003 
k6 -0.00117 -1.4167E-003 -1.7679E-005 
k7 -0.00008 9.1667E-005 1.5235E-007 
k8 0.03632 +0.11000 -7.8275E-004 
k9 0.00215 3.6250E-003 -2.1594E-005 
k10 -0.00006 -6.7500E-005 7.8313E-008 
k11 -0.00406 6.7696E-003 - 
k12 -14.6074 18.3704 - 
k13 0.01352 0.016437 - 
k14 0.00001 6.02315E-006 - 
 
5-7  Optimisation of  process parameters 
Optimal working parameters were chosen to yield a spherical shape product that had almost 
no wrinkling, and minimal shape deviation and thickness variation. The set of process 
parameters that can achieve this objective was numerically obtained as shown in Table ‎5-7. 
The optimal setting is; 10 mm pin size, 3 mm cushion thickness, 0.08 coefficient of friction, 
and 800 mm radius of curvature. A single experiment was carried out using a MPF die with 
10 mm pins (see Figure ‎5.16 (a)) to validate these results. The fabricated part is shown in 
Figure ‎5.16 (b). The sheet was cut into two halves (see Figure ‎5.16 (c)). The profile of the 
deformed sheet was measured using a high-resolution 3D Laser Scanner. The data was then 
used to compare the formed shape with the target shape and to calculate the maximum 
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deviation from target, as shown in Figure ‎5.17. The thickness was measured using a high-
resolution point type digital micrometre at 17 points across the centre line of the deformed 
sheet, see Figure ‎5.17. Table ‎5-8 shows that predicted results agree well with measurements. 
Table ‎5-7 Optimal work parameters [111] 
 Cushion 
thickness(mm) Friction 





3 0.08 10 800 
 
 
Figure ‎5.16 [111] (a) Multi-point forming die,  (b) Fabricated part, and (c) Part cut into two    
                                                                                 halves 
 
Figure ‎5.17 Comparison of formed shape with target shape [111] 
 
Table ‎5-8 Comparison of formed shape with target shape [111] 
 Wrinkling [mm] Max. deviation [mm] Thickness variation [mm] 
Predicted values (2.019 E-007)≈0 0.3111 0.000575 
Observed values 0.00 0.345 0.000560 
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5-8  Summary 
A FE model for multi-point forming has been used to study wrinkling, deviation from target 
profile, and thickness variation in the forming of a hemispherical shape. DoE was used to 
generate a set of experiments for four process factors: elastic cushion thickness, coefficient 
of friction, pin dimension and radius of curvature. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used 
to identify the most significant of the process parameters on process defects.  
This investigation established the following: 
1. The pin size and formed radius of curvature have a significant effect on all response 
parameters, i.e. wrinkling, maximum deviation from target shape, and thickness variation, 
while the coefficient of friction has a significant effect only on thickness variation. 
2. For each of the response parameters, there were significant parametric interactions; a 
mathematical model was successfully derived to describe the influence of the process 
parameters on the formed sheet. 
3. As the workpiece radius of curvature decreased, wrinkling, maximum shape deviation and 
thickness variation increased. Both large and small pins lead to increased wrinkling and 
shape deviation, but using larger pins reduces thickness variation. A high coefficient of 
friction leads to increased thickness variation.  
4. Using the model a doubly curved sheet was produced with no wrinkling, accurate 















6. INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATION BETWEEN WRINKLING AND 
THICKNESS: MODELLING AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
                    
  
Often a double curved shape is fabricated using the stamping process; this type of shape has 
two radii of curvature and requires plastic deformation of the sheet metal. As a result of 
plane stresses, wrinkling occurs when one of the plane stresses (𝞼x, 𝞼z) in an element is 
compressive above a certain value. In double curved elements, wrinkling appears in the 
middle of the edges because maximum lateral compressive stress occurs at maximum 
deflection, see Figure ‎6.1. There are many parameters that affect the onset of wrinkling; 
geometric parameters, process parameters and material properties. Thus, to study the relation 
between wrinkling, radius of curvature and sheet thickness, the geometric and process 
parameters must be maintained constant. Also, a blank holder is used to show the effect of 
material stretching on wrinkling.   
 




6.1 Numerical investigation of the relation between wrinkling and thickness 
variation 
In this section, ABAQUS/ dynamic explicit 3-D FE modelling was employed to investigate 
the relation between wrinkling and thickness variation on hemispherical parts formed by a 
multi-point stamping die applied to a flat rectangular metal sheet. As can be seen in 
Figure ‎6.2 the two FE models (with and without blank holder) developed in Chapter Four 
are used. 
 
                                            a 
 
                                          b 
Figure ‎6.2 3-D FE model   a) without blank holder   b) with blank holder 
 
The sheet materials used are medium strength DC05 steel and 5251-O aluminium with 1 
mm and 1.2 mm thickness respectively, and rectangular shape of 102.25 mm x 153.5 mm in 
the test without a blank holder, and 162.25 mm x 213.5 mm in the test with a blank holder. 
The mechanical properties of two materials were determined experimentally, see Appendix 
B. The geometry of the final formed part is a double curved plate with outer radii of 400 mm 
and 800 mm, see Figure ‎6.1. 
 
 6.1.1 Stress distribution on deformed sheet without blank holder 
During the forming of doubly curved parts with different curvatures, defects can appear as 
wrinkling in the middle of the sheet edges, which is considered to be due to geometrical 
factors such as sheet dimensions and radius of curvature. Figure ‎6.3 to Figure ‎6.6 show the 
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stress distribution on the rectangular 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets formed when 
the radii of curvature are 400 mm and 800 mm. It can be seen that in both cases the stress 
concentration occur in the middle of edges of the formed surfaces. When the radius of 
curvature is increased from 400 mm, to 800 mm, the stress concentration is reduced and 
becomes more uniform. The values of the stress in the longer sides of the sheet are higher 
than for the short sides for both aluminium and steel, and both radii of curvature. For 
aluminium with radii of curvature 400 mm and 800 mm, the maximum stress values were 
178 MPa and 123.5 MPa, respectively. For steel the corresponding values were 324.9 MPa 
and 252.9 MPa. 
 
Figure ‎6.3 Mises stress distribution for 5251-O aluminium sheet  
(radius of curvature 400 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.4 Mises stress distribution for 5251-O aluminium sheet 





Figure ‎6.5 Mises stress distribution for DC05 steel sheet (radius of curvature 400 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.6 Mises stress distribution for DC05 steel sheet (radius of curvature 800 mm) 
 
 
6.1.2 Thickness distribution and material flow of deformed sheets without blank holder 
 Figure ‎6.7 a-d shows the thickness of 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets formed 
with two different radii of curvature. After analysing the curves representing the mises stress 
distribution, it was found that the thickness variation is not uniformly related to the stress 
distribution. It can be seen in Figure ‎6.8  a and b that the sheet material flows from the 
centre outwards, this means the thickness of the deformed sheet has minimal value at the 
centre, and thickness increases towards the sheet edges. This result is in good agreement 
with published work [121]. With the 400 mm radius of curvature, the thickness of the 
aluminium sheet ranged from 1.193 to 1.225 mm and for steel from 0.994 to 1.024 mm, the 
sheet metal flows toward the edges of the sheet increased the thickness noticeably, but 
inhomogeneously. With the 800 mm radius of curvature the corresponding figures were 





a - Aluminium; R=400 mm 
 
 
b - Aluminium; R=800 mm 
 
 
c - Steel; R=400 mm 
 
 
d - Steel; R=800 mm 
 
Figure ‎6.7 Thickness distribution for 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets  










b-Thickness distribution on paths AB and CD for DC05 steel sheet, R=400mm 
Figure ‎6.8 Simulation results of thickness distribution at centre of deformed aluminium and  
steel sheets  
 
 
Figure ‎6.9 to Figure ‎6.11, show the logarithmic strain in three planes parallel to the face of 
the aluminium and steel sheets during the forming process.‎ “Element‎ 1”‎ is‎ the‎ top‎ surface‎ of‎
the‎ plate,‎ “Element‎ 2”‎ is‎ the plane‎ through‎ the‎ centre‎ of‎ the‎ plate‎ and‎ “Element‎ 3”‎ is‎ the‎
bottom surface of the plate. In this case, the radius of curvature of the deformed sheets was 
400 mm. Figure ‎6.9 a shows the logarithmic strain in region A (at centre of the sheet) for 
each of the three planes. It can be seen that, initially, there is negligible logarithmic strain in 
any of Element 1, 2 or 3 until half way through the deformation process (1.5 seconds), this is 
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followed by an increasing negative logarithmic strain until the end of the process, which 
means thinning of the sheet. Figure ‎6.10 shows the logarithmic strain in the three elements 
for region B, between the central region and edge of the sheet. It can be seen that there is a 
thinning of lower element and thickening of the upper. Figure ‎6.11  shows the logarithmic 
strain in the three elements for region C, at edge of the sheet. It can be seen that until about 2 
seconds from the start of the process there is no change in logarithmic strain, from 2 to 2.5 
seconds there is a slight change in the logarithmic strain which increases both positively and 
negatively (for elements 1 and 3 respectively), at 2.5 seconds there is a sharp increase in 
positive logarithmic strain for the upper element 1, and sharp increase in negative 
logarithmic strain for the lower element 3 until the end of the process. 
 
 
Figure ‎6.9 Logarithmic strain at centre of the sheet (area A) for deformed DC05 steel sheet 






Figure ‎6.10 Logarithmic strain at between the central region and edge of the sheet (area B) 




Figure ‎6.11 Logarithmic strain at edge of the sheet (area C) on deformed DC05 steel sheet 
and 5251-O aluminium sheet, R = 400 mm 
 
 
 6.1.3 Wrinkling and deformed sheets without blank holder 
 Wrinkling appears on the deformed sheet in the area where thickening occurs as a result of 
lateral compression stresses. Figure ‎6.12 and Figure ‎6.13 show the thickness variation and 
deformed shapes along the two paths, AB and CB on 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel 
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sheets formed with a 400 mm radius of curvature. Comparing formed shapes with the target 
shape, it can be seen that wrinkling appears in the middle of both short and long sides of the 
sheet. The amplitude and number of wrinkle waves along AB (long side) are greater than for 
the short side (CB), which corresponds to the thickness values and thickness variation. The 
maximum thickening for aluminium and steel  are reached about 1.8% and 1.7% 
respectively from the main thickness on long side(AB), and about 1% and 1.25% 
respectively from the main thickness on short side (CB) side. From these results, it can be 
concluded that greater thickening and thickness variation leads to more wrinkling.  
 
 
Figure ‎6.12 Thickness distribution and formed shape for both long and short sides of 5251-O 




Figure ‎6.13 Thickness distribution and formed shape for both long and short sides of DC05 




Figure ‎6.14 and Figure ‎6.15 show the thickness variation and deformed shapes along the two 
paths, AB and CB on 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets formed with 800 mm radius 
of curvature. It can be seen the maximum thickening and thickness variation are both less 
than for the sheet formed with a 400 mm radius of curvature. The maximum thickening for 
aluminium and steel  are reached about 0.55% and 0.6% respectively from the main 
thickness on long side (AB), and about 0.15% and 0.18% respectively from the main 
thickness on short side (CB). For that reason, the wrinkling is largely eliminated along the 
short side and it is negligible on the long side of the sheet.  
 
Figure ‎6.14 Thickness distribution and formed shape on both long and short sides of 5251-O 
aluminium sheet (radius of curvature, 800 mm) 
 
Figure ‎6.15 Thickness distribution and formed shape on both long and short sides of DC05 





 6.1.4 Simulation results of deformed sheets with blank holder 
Figure ‎6.16 shows the thickness distribution of deformed aluminium and steel sheets using 
the blank holder to eliminate wrinkling with 400 mm radius of curvature. It can be seen that 
the thickness distribution using a blank holder is more uniform than without the blank 
holder, except for the corner defect thickening as a result of stress concentration.  
 
 
                                                a-Aluminium - R=400mm 
 
 
b-  Steel - R=400mm 
 
Figure ‎6.16 Thickness distribution for 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets (R= radius 
of curvature) 
 
Figure ‎6.17 and Figure ‎6.18 show the thickness variation and deformed shapes along the two 
paths, AB and CB on 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets, formed with a 400 mm 
radius of curvature using a blank holder. Thinning can be seen along paths AB and CB as a 
result of stretching due to using the blank holder. At the end of paths AB and CB, a 





Figure ‎6.17  Thickness distribution and deformed shape on both long and short sides of 






Figure ‎6.18  Thickness distribution and deformed shape on both long and short sides of steel 




6.2 Experimental work   
The aim of the experimental study was to collect geometrical data for the final wrinkled 
shape for double curved parts. In the experimental study, the press used was a 400 tonnes - 
down stroke press of four columns construction, with a discrete die with pins of small cross-
section (10 mm). A load cell was used to record force value as a function of time during the 
forming process, and the data collected were saved on the computer. A Microsonic, type 
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mic+25/IU/TC, ultrasonic distance transducer was used to determine the punch position 
during the forming process. The Faro Arm (3-D laser scanner) was used to scan the 
deformed sheets after the multi-point stamping process to build a 3-D model, and then 
Geomagic control software was used to determine the deformed, wrinkled profile obtained 
from the forming process. The specifications of the other equipment used are given in 
Chapter 3. The DC05 steel and 5251-O aluminium sheets were used in the experimental 
study; the mechanical properties of those materials were experimentally determined and are 
given in Appendix B. The target shapes were double curved with 400 mm and 800 mm radii 
of curvature obtained without a blank holder, and 400 mm with the blank holder, Figure ‎6.19 









6.2.1 Experimental set-up 
The experimental procedure contained five main stages; tooling pins adjustment, calibration 
of distance transducer, data logger calibration, load cell connection and installing the die on 
the press.  
 
6.2.1.1 Tooling pins adjustment 
Tooling pins adjustment is a crucial step because it has a direct impact on the accuracy of 
the tool surface. In this study, master curves are used for pin adjustment and to shape the die 
surface. This curve was fabricated using a 3-D printer as described in Chapter 3. This step 
begins with adjusting the four pin in the corner of the tool, then adjusting the outer four 
rows. After that, the pins are adjusted row by row. Figure ‎6.20 shows the use of the master 
curve to adjust the pins. 
 




6.2.1.2 Distance introducer calibration  
The ultrasonic distance transducer has an operating range of 30.0 mm to 250.0 mm; it was 
used to monitoring the punch movement during the forming process. This sensor connects 
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with a data logger to record the distance-time relation, for that, the lowest and highest 
voltages should correspond to the least and greatest distances (30.0 mm and 250.0 mm). A 
multimeter was connected with a sensor as Figure ‎6.21 is shown. The lowest value of the 
voltage at 30.0 mm was 0.061 V and the highest value at 250.0 mm was 10.03 V.  
                   
Figure ‎6.21 Distance transducer calibration using voltmeter 
6.2.1.3 Data logger calibration   
Before connecting the distance transducer with the data logger, the voltage values 
corresponding to the lowest and highest distance values were entered. Figure ‎6.22 shows the 
logger’s‎ window, the lowest and highest values of voltage and distance can be seen, which is 
the specified working range of the data logger.   
 
 
Figure ‎6.22 Window of data logger setup 
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6.2.1.4 Load cell connection   
As mentioned in Chapter 3 the data logger plugged directly into a computer via a USB port 
using in Line Load Cell Amplifiers and Load Cell USB interface. Figure ‎6.23 shows the 
main window for data logger software. It can be seen that many facilities can be added to the 
screen, such as data rates and filters, plots of force-time, and the save and restore icon.  
 
 
Figure ‎6.23 Load cell – software main window 
 
 
6.2.1.5 Installation of die on the press 
The complete assembly of the multi-point forming tool used for the experimental work is 
shown in Figure ‎6.24. It consisted of a die, punch and blank holder. The complete tool was 
installed on a Press machine. The distance transducer was fixed on the tool and connected to 
the data logger, and the data logger connected to the computer. The load cell was fixed on 








6.2.2 Experimental forming without blank holder 
The area of DC05 steel, 5251-O aluminium, and polyurethane A90 sheets used in the 
experimental work without a blank holder was 204.75 mm x 307.25 mm. The pins were 
adjusted according to the radius of curvature required. The metal sheet was placed between 
two polyurethane sheets as a sandwich and then put in the tool between the punch and die as 
shown in Figure ‎6.25. The punch moved, pushing the sheet to take the shape of the die 
cavity. The forming process was applied to the steel and aluminium sheets using 400 mm 
and 800 mm radii of curvature. Figure ‎6.26 shows deformed sheets of steel and aluminium.  
 




             
Figure ‎6.26 Deformed sheets with different curvatures (without blank holder) 
 
 
6.2.3 Experimental forming with blank holder 
In the experimental work with the blank holder, the dimensions of the DC05 steel and 5251-
O aluminium sheets were 324.75 mm x 427.25 mm, and the dimensions of polyurethane 
sheet were 224.75 mm x 327.25 mm. The first step was fixing the metal sheet using the 
blank holder force 20 kN. This force was generated by 10 springs, with each spring 
compressed 8.19 mm, generating 2 kN/spring. Figure ‎6.27 shows the sheet after being fixed 
into the blank holder and installed onto the lower part of the tool. After completing the die 
assembly, as shown in Figure 6.24, the punch was pushed using the press to form the sheet 
and the final deformed parts are shown in Figure ‎6.28. 
 





Figure ‎6.28 Aluminium and steel deformed sheets using blank holder 
 
 
6.3 Comparison of simulation and experimental results with target profile 
The aim of this section is to compare experimental and simulation results with the target 
profile. To extract the wrinkle wave profile, deformed shape profile and thickness at specific 
profiles of deformed parts, the Faro arm and Geomagic control software were used. 
 
6.3.1 Results for deformed parts without blank holder  
Figure ‎6.29 to Figure ‎6.32 show the target profile, simulation profile and deformed profile 
for 400 mm double curved aluminium and steel sheets along paths AB and CD. Clearly 
there is a very good match between simulation and target profiles along both paths, but there 
is a small deviation of the deformed profile from the target. This deviation might be due to 
spring back after the forming stage, during the unloading stage, which was about 1 mm and 
1.5 mm for the 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets respectively.  
 
Figure ‎6.29 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section CD for 5251-O 
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Target Profile - path CD
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Simulation profile - path CD
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Figure ‎6.30 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section AB for 5251-O 





Figure ‎6.31 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section CD for DC05 steel 




Figure ‎6.32 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section AB for DC05 steel 
sheet (radius of curvature, 400 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.33to Figure ‎6.36 show simulated wrinkled profile, experimentally deformed shape 
(taken using the 3-D laser scan), and target profile over the sections AB and BC for double 
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wrinkling wave on the experimentally deformed sheets along path BC for both steel and 
aluminium sheets show strong similarity to the simulated results in terms of the number and 
shape of the waves, but they are not identical. Along path AB, there is a difference in the 
number of wrinkling waves between simulated and experimental shapes, but the simulated 
and experimental profiles of both are closer to target profile than the profiles along path BC. 
 
 
Figure ‎6.33 Simulated wrinkled profile, deformed shape and target profile over the section 
BC for aluminium sheet (radius of curvature, 400 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.34 Simulated wrinkled profile, deformed shape and target profile over the section 
AB for aluminium sheet (radius of curvature, 400 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.35 Simulated wrinkled profile, deformed shape and target profile over the section 
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Figure ‎6.36 Simulated wrinkled profile, deformed shape and target profile over the section 
AB for steel sheet (radius of curvature, 400 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.37 to Figure ‎6.40  show the simulated, experimentally measured and target profiles 
for 800 mm doubly curved aluminium and steel sheets along paths AB and CD. In all cases 
it can be seen that the simulated and target profiles are almost identical. However, there is 
noticeable variation between experimental and target profiles. This variation reaches its 
maximum value at the middle of the deformed sheet and its value ranges between about 1.5 
mm and 2.6 mm for both aluminium and steel sheet, being larger along AB.  
 
Figure ‎6.37 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section CD for aluminium 
sheet (radius of curvature, 800 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.38 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section AB for aluminium 
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Figure ‎6.39 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section CD for steel sheet 
(radius of curvature, 800 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.40 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section AB for steel sheet 
(radius of curvature, 800 mm) 
 
Figure ‎6.41to Figure ‎6.44 show the wrinkling wave along edges AB and BC for 800 mm 
double curved aluminium and steel sheets.  It can be seen that the amplitudes of the 
wrinkling waves on the aluminium sheet are smaller than on the steel sheet for both paths 
AB and BC. Along paths AB and BC, for aluminium and steel sheets, the difference 
between the experimental and target profiles with a radius of curvature 800 mm is bigger 
than the variation obtained when using 400 mm as the radius of curvature. 
 
 
Figure ‎6.41 Wrinkling profile obtained from simulation results and deformed shape over the 
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Figure ‎6.42 Wrinkling profile obtained from simulation results and deformed shape over the 





Figure ‎6.43 Wrinkling profile obtained from simulation results and deformed shape over the 
section BC for steel sheet (radius of curvature, 800 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.44 Wrinkling profile obtained from simulation results and deformed shape over the 
section AB for steel sheet (radius of curvature, 800 mm)  
 
 
6.3.2 Results for deformed parts using blank holder 
In the forming process using a blank holder, the sheet is clamped at the edges. The two part 
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sheet. The magnitude of any resulting movement will depend on the blank holder area, blank 
holder force, and coefficient of friction between blank holder and sheet. This holding force 
generates the required tension to stretch the sheet during the stamping process, and can 
eliminate wrinkling. Figure ‎6.45 to Figure ‎6.48 show simulated, experimental and target 
profiles for 5251-O aluminium and DC05 steel sheets using a blank holder with radius of 
curvature 400 mm. It can be seen that all three profiles along path CD are almost identical 
over‎ the‎ range‎ “b”‎ for‎ both‎ aluminium and steel sheets, as shown in Figure ‎6.45 and 
Figure ‎6.47. Along path AB, see Figure ‎6.45 and Figure ‎6.48, there is a small deviation of 
the experimental profiles from the target shape. This difference is due to the forming depth 
at the sheet edge along path CD being about twice the forming depth along path AB, this 
leads to the stretching in the direction CD being more than in direction of path AB, which 
makes the spring back along path AB more than a long path CD. Over the ranges a and c, 
there is a variation of the experimental profile as a result of elastic cushion compression 
from the pin edges, also a variation of simulation profile near to the flange as a result of  
decreasing the contact area between the sheet and blank holder in the of deformed stage. 
  
Figure ‎6.45 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section CD for aluminium 






Figure ‎6.46 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section AB for aluminium 
sheet (with blank holder, and radius of curvature, 400 mm) 
 
Figure ‎6.47 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section CD for steel sheet 
(with blank holder, and radius of curvature, 400 mm) 
 
 
Figure ‎6.48 Target, simulated and deformed profiles over the section AB for steel sheet 





6.3.3 Thickness distribution on deformed parts without and with blank holder 
The numerically simulated thickness distribution, as predicted in Section 6.2.2, for the 
deformed aluminium and steel sheets along the longitudinal path AB and transfers path CD 
using a 400 mm radius of curvature, without and with blank holder are shown with 
experimentally measured thickness distributions in Figure ‎6.49- Figure ‎6.51. 
 From Figure ‎6.49 and Figure ‎6.51 in case without blank holder, it can be seen that the 
simulated and experimental results of deformed aluminium and steel parts without blank 
holder show much the same minimum thickness at the centre of the deformed parts, and then 
show thickness increases towards the edges of both deformed sheets. From Figure ‎6.50 and 
Figure ‎6.52 in case with blank holder, it can be seen that thinning occurs in all deformed 
areas between the punch and die as a result of the blank holder stretching force for 
aluminium and steel deformed sheets. The maximum thinning occurs at the beginning and 
end of the overhanging sheet length between the die and blank holder, and the maximum 
thickening occurs under the blank holder. 
 
Figure ‎6.49 Experimental and simulated thickness distribution profiles over the sections AB 





Figure ‎6.50 Experimental and simulated thickness distribution profiles over the sections AB 





Figure ‎6.51 Experimental and simulated thickness distribution profiles over the sections AB 
and CD for steel sheet (without blank holder, and radius of curvature, 400 mm)  
 
 
Figure ‎6.52 Experimental and simulated thickness distribution profiles over the sections 




In this chapter, a numerical investigation of the relation between wrinkling and thickness 
variation has been undertaken for two materials (5152-O aluminium sheet and DC05 steel 
sheet) using the MPF models developed in Chapter 4. The experimental forming of doubly 
curved products from the two materials have been outlined. The Faro Arm (3-D laser 
scanner) was used to scan the deformed parts after the multi-point stamping process to build 
a 3-D model and then Geomagic control software was used to determine the deformed and 
wrinkled profiles. The results of the numerical investigation showed that the wrinkling 
appears in the thickened areas of deformed parts as a result of lateral compression stress. 
Thus, the use of a blank holder to control the sheet material flow helped eliminate wrinkling. 
There is an acceptable agreement between simulation and experimental results for both 
deformed shape and wrinkling.  For the thickness distribution, both sets of results show the 






























Due to growing demands on batch production, multi-point forming is becoming increasingly 
important in sheet metal forming processes. To perform this process with minimal defects is 
highly dependent on certain parameters such as pin size, elastic cushion thickness, 
coefficient of friction and radius of curvature of the formed component. These parameters 
effect the quality of the deformed sheets and failure to use the optimum values can lead to 
defects such as wrinkling, deviation from target shape, and excessive thickness variation.  
The results of this study have been concluded as following:  
1- A 10 mm pin size test rig has been developed and constructed to carry out the 
experimental work. 
2- The results and findings obtained from the mechanical tests are summarised as follows;   
a- Mechanical properties, such as, yield stress, ultimate tensile stress; elastic modulus and 
elongation have been determined for DC05 steel sheet and 5251-O aluminium sheet, see 
Section 4.1 and are presented in Appendix B. 
b- Anisotropy coefficients, and r0, r45, and r90 have been determined to calculate normal   
      anisotropy, Ra, for both sheet materials, see Section 4.1 
c- The behaviour of elastic cushion materials under compression test were determined, see 
Section 4.1 and are presented in Appendix B 
3- After determining the relevant materials properties experimentally, a 3-D FE model of 
the multi-point forming stamping process was developed using explicit 
solver/ABAQUS software through the following steps; 
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a- The die, punch and blank holder were considered as the discrete rigid bode, the sheet 
metal was simulated as an elastic-plastic material, and the elastic cushion was simulated 
as a hyper-elastic material 
b- Displacement boundary conditions were used to fix the die and lower part of a blank 
holder in the x, y and z directions, and then the punch and upper part of blank holder in 
the x and z directions. Symmetric boundary conditions were applied to the elastic 
cushion and sheet metal. 
c- The die, punch, and blank holder were meshed using linear quadrilateral elements 
(R3D4). The metal sheet and elastic cushion sheet were meshed using 3-D 8-node linear 
elements (C3D8R).  
d- The effect of number of elements representing sheet thickness, on the forming force was 
evaluated. 
e- The relation between artificial strain energy, kinetic energy and internal energy was 
used to determine the reliability of the FE model. 
f- A blank holder was used to eliminate the wrinkling, and to determine a suitable blank 
holder force. Also, the effect of the gap between the die and blank holder (overhang 
sheet length) on sheet thickness distribution was investigated  
g- Reduction of the corner defect in double curved shapes was investigated 
h- Effect of radii of curvature on sheet thickness distribution was investigated. 
i- Two FE models (with and without blank holder) were developed and experimentally 
validated. 
4- A parametric study was done to study the effect of pin size, radius of curvature, elastic 
cushion thickness, and coefficient of friction on wrinkling, deformed profile, and 
thickness variation. All parameters have important effects on wrinkling, thickness 
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variation and deformed profile, except coefficient of friction which has noticeable effect 
on thickness variation. 
5- Optimisation of process parameters using the response surface method were undertaken 
using the validated numerical models, which studied the effect of pin size, cushion 
thickness, coefficient of friction, and radius of curvature on the response parameters - 
which included wrinkling, deviation from target profile and thickness variation. It was 
shown that; 
a- The pin size and part radius of curvature have a significant effect on the response 
parameters. 
b- All response parameters increased with decreasing radius of curvature, and the use of 
pins either larger and smaller than 15 mm led to increased wrinkling and increased 
shape deviation.  
c- Using large pins reduces thickness variation. 
d- An empirical model has developed to predict wrinkling, maximum deviation from target 
shape and thickness variation for doubly curved sheet forming.  
6- The relation between wrinkling phenomena and thickness variation was numerically and 
experimentally studied with double curved sheet forming. DC05 steel, and 5251-O 
aluminium sheets were used in the experimental work and polyurethane A90 was used 
as an elastic cushion to protect the deformed sheets from dimpling. The CAD models 
for the deformed sheets were built using a Faro arm (3-D laser scan) and measurements 
were taken using Geomagic control software and it was shown that; 
a- During deformation the sheet material flows outwards from the centre towards the 
edges, this means the thickness of the deformed sheet had a minimal value at the centre, 
while the thickness increased towards the sheet edges. 
b- The compressive stresses are concentrated in the middle of the sheet edges. 
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c- Wrinkling occurs in thickened areas. 
d- Using a blank holder causes sheet stretching, thickening is prevented which reduces or 
eliminates wrinkling.  
7- Using the multi-point forming die geometrical data was obtained representing the formed 
profile, wrinkling profile and thickness variation.  These results were compared with 
simulation results and it was shown that; 
a- Without a blank holder, the experimental and simulation results for the central area of the 
formed profile were almost identical for those parts with a 400 mm radius of curvature, 
with some small variation at the middle point. The variation was larger for those parts 
with a 800 mm radius of curvature.  
b- With a blank holder, the profile of the middle of the formed parts was identical for 
experimental and simulated results, with some small variation at the ends where there 
was overhang between blank holder and die, especially at along the shorter side of the 
deformed sheet.  
c- For a wrinkled profile, the number of wrinkling waves and their amplitude on the short 
side of deformed sheets showed excellent agreement between simulated and experimental 
results for the parts with radius of curvature of 400 mm. However there is a difference in 
the number of waves along the longer sides. For the parts with 800 mm radius of 
curvature, there is excellent agreement in wave shapes and wave numbers between 
experimental and simulated results, however there was a difference between profiles 
shapes. 
d- For thickness variation, the experimental curves were general slightly higher than 





7.2 Suggestions for future work 
 
As a result of this study, together with the conclusions that have been reached, the 
following further work is recommended to help improve the multi-point stamping 
process:  
1- The effect of using a discrete blank holder on the stress distribution and the quality of 
deformed parts should be investigated. 
2- Using a variable blank holder force and its effect on wrinkling phenomenon should be 
investigated.  
3- Manual adjustment of the pins takes a larg amount of time, but automatic systems have 
difficulties because the distance between the pin centres is small. Alternative methods 


















THE MAIN PARTS DIMENSIONS OF DEVELOPED MULTI-POINT 
FORMING TOOL 
 






Figure A.1 Pin tip 




Figure A.2 Pin cap 
(All dimensions mm) 
 
 
Figure A.3  Pin screw 





Figure A.4 Fixing sheet 




Figure A.5 Main plate 





Figure A.6 Pins support- Short side 
(All dimensions mm) 
 
 
Figure A.7 Pins support – long side 




Figure A.8 Blank holder (Lower part –short side) 




Figure A.9 Blank holder (Lower part –long side) 






Figure A.10 Blank holder (upper part –short side) 




Figure A.11 Blank holder (upper part –long side) 






Figure A.12 Guide pin 
(All dimensions mm) 
 
Figure A.13 Guide pin trapped 









DETERMINATION OF THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 
SHEETMATERIALS 
 
Appendix B explains the tests that have been attempted to determine the material behaviour 
under tensile load, plastic anisotropy, and uniaxial compression test for elastic cushion 
material.  
B.1 Determination of the mechanical properties of sheet   materials 
B.1.1 Machine description 
Figure B.1 shows the tensile test machine which is used for experimental work. The capacity 
of the test machine is 100kN, and the velocity of cross-head is 0.005 to 200 mm/min within± 
0.1 %. To control the machine functions and collect the data of tests, dedicated computer 
with specialist testing software is used [1]. 
 




B.1.2 Specimen preparation 
To determine the mechanical properties of the selected sheet materials which are used in this 
investigation, the samples were cut regarding the material orientation (00, 450, and 900). The 




Description Variable Value(mm) 
Length of grip section B 29.17 
Length of reduced section A 60 
Overall length L 100 
Radius of fillet R 12.50 
Width W 12.50 
Width of grip section C 25 
Thickness T 1 
Extensometer gap length G 50 
 
 
Figure B.2 Dimensions of the tensile test specimen 
The wire cut (electric discharge machine EDM) is used to produce the testing samples. For 
each DC05 steel sheet and 5251-“O”‎ aluminium‎ sheet,‎ 12 samples were cut, 6 samples at 00, 
4 samples at 450, and 4 samples at 900. All samples were cleaned from impurities after wire 
cut and then measured width and thickness using micrometre before testing. The 
measurement was taken on the two ends of gauge length and on the centre to calculate the 





Figure B.3Specimen geometry- all dimensions in mm 
 
B.1.3 Uniaxial tensile test to failure 
B.1.3.1 Methodology 
Two samples in each direction 00, 450, and 900 were used to perform the uniaxial tensile test. 
The Zwick tensile test machine illustrated in section B.1.1 was used. This test is done to 
determine‎ the‎ yield‎ stress‎ (σY),‎ ultimate‎ tensile‎ stress‎ (UTS),‎ elongation‎ at‎ failure‎ (ΔL),‎ and‎
it will save the main data of anisotropy test. The first step of the uniaxial tensile test was 
clamped the sample as shown in Figure B.4, and second step, the tensile load was applied 
with 0.5 mm/min as constant speed till the sample reached UTS and failed. 
 
Figure B.4 Clamped specimens on the tensile machine 
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In order to determine the stress –strain curve for the samples, the test is done for six 
samples, two in orientation direction (00), two inclined directions (450) direction, and two in 
the normal direction (900). The results of previous tests were used in equations B.1 and B.2 
to‎ca lculate‎e ngineering‎s tress‎(σ eng), and engineering stain (εeng) 




                            (B.2) 
Where P is the applied load, A0 is the initial sample cross section area, ΔL‎ is a change of the 
length, and L0 is the gauge length of the sample. The values of engineering stress and 
engineering strain were used in equation B.3 and B.4‎to‎ calculate‎the‎tr ue‎s tress‎(σ T) and true 
strain (εT).  
                                        
𝜎𝑇 = 𝜎𝑒𝑛𝑔(1 + 𝑒𝑛𝑔)              (B.3) 
𝑇 = 𝐿𝑛 (1 + 𝑒𝑛𝑔  )                (B.4) 
As the ASTME-8 [122] recommended, the yield stress was determined at 0.002 strain offset 
and modules of elasticity as the curve slop after yield stress. 
B.1.3.2 Results 
Figure B.5 a, b, and c shows true stress-strain curves for the DC05 steel sheet in 00, 450, and 
900 regarding material orientation, which is drawn using the data from equations B.3 and 
B.4. These curves show approximately identical in three directions. Figure B.5 d shows the 
true stress –strain curve for three directions. It can be seen that the true stress-strain curve at 






 to Rolling direction 
 
(b) 45° to the rolling direction 
 
(c) 90°to the rolling direction  
(d) Comparison of different directions 
Figure B.5 True stress-strain curves for DC05 steel material 
The comparison between mechanical properties in three directions of the DC05 material is 
shown in Figure B.6 and Figure B.7.  It can be observed that the variation in the mechanical 
properties in three directions is not significant. From Figure B.6, the highest value of yield 
stress and ultimate tensile stress at 450 samples were 210 Mpa and 330 Mpa respectively. 
Also, the lowest value of yield stress and ultimate tensile stress at 900 samples were 195 
Mpa and 315 Mpa respectively. 
From Figure B.6 and Figure B.7, it can be observed that the minimum elongation was with 
maximum yield stress for 450 samples. In contrast, the maximum elongation was found with 





Figure B.6 Yield stress and ultimate tensile stress for the DC05 at 00, 450, and 900 
  
Figure B.7 Elongation of the DC05 at different orientations 
Figure B.8 shows the stress –strain curves for the AL 5251-“O”‎ material‎ in‎ 00, 450, and 900 
directions regarding material orientation. It can observe that the stress-strain curves for two 
samples in the three directions are nearly similar. Likewise, Figure B.8 d shows the stress –
strain curve for 450 samples is slightly different comparing with other two directions, and 





































                       (a) Rolling direction                                                                     (b) 45° to the rolling direction            
 
                      (c) 90°to the rolling direction                                            (d) Comparison of different directions 
 
Figure B.8 True stress-strain curve for the AL 5251-“O” material 
The comparison between mechanical properties in three directions of the AL 5251-“O”‎
material is shown in Figure B.9 and Figure B.10.  It can be observed that the variation in the 
mechanical properties in three directions is not significant. From Figure B.9, the highest 
value of yield stress and ultimate tensile stress at 00 samples were 105 Mpa and 190 Mpa 
respectively. Also, the lowest value of yield stress and ultimate tensile stress at 900 samples 
were 100 Mpa and 180 Mpa respectively.  From Figure B.9 and Figure B.10, it can be 
observed that the minimum elongation was with maximum yield stress for 00 samples. In 





Figure B.9 Yield stress and ultimate tensile stress for the AL 5251-“O”‎ at‎ 00, 450, and 900  
 
Figure B.10 Elongation of the AL 5251-“O”‎ at‎di fferent‎ori entations 
 
B.1.4 Uniaxial compression test to determine of polyurethane properties  
 
Polyurethane is considered flexible material and has a high tensile strength which is reached 








































resistance to abrasion, tearing, oils effect and has wide work temperature range ( -30oC to 
+100oC),  the polyurethane is available in a wide hardness range 10 shores “OO”‎ to‎ 90‎
shores [123]. From the previous characteristics, polyurethane can combine the rubber 
elasticity and toughness of metals, for that, it is suitable to protect the sheet during the 
forming process using multi-point forming tool. In this investigation, Polyurethane shore 
A75 and A90 were chosen as the material of the elastic cushion as it is commonly used in 
this process. To perform a uniaxial compression test, Zwaic machine in Figure B.11 is used 
with a 100kN load cell. Regarding the standard ASTM D575 [125], the specimens 
dimensions were  28.6± 0.1mm is a diameter, and 12.5±0.5mm is a height as Figure B.12 is 
shown. For each type of polyurethane, two specimens are tested to get the more accurate 
results. The force applied on each specimens using compression rate 12.5mm/min. 
 
 





Figure B.12 Specimen dimensions (All dimensions mm) 
 
Figure B-13 a, and b presents the experimental testing result of Polyurethane A65 and A90. 
It can be observed that as the polyurethane A90 is required more force from polyurethane 
A65 to achieve the compression ratio.  
 






















b-Uniaxial compression Force – distance of polyurethane A90 
Figure B.13 Uniaxial compression test results 
 
B.1.5 Anisotropy test 
The metal properties become non-homogeneous; if the plastic deformation was different for 
the 00, 450, and 900 directions to the rolling direction [126]. For that, determination of plastic 
anisotropy to know the type of material behaviour becomes important. The anisotropy 











                  (B.6) 
Where 𝑟𝑎is the anisotropy coefficient, ԑ2 = ԑ𝑤 is the strain in width, and ԑ3 = ԑ𝑡 is the strain 






















Figure B.14The main dimensions of changing directions 
Where thickness strain of sample ( 𝑡) is the summation of length strain ( 𝑙) and width strain 
( 𝑤) as equation B.6 is shown. The anisotropy coefficient is as indicator to thinning defect, 
if ra of the material greater than 1, then the material is strained in thickness direction less 
than in width direction, and the risk of thinning becomes low. This may help to know if the 
sheet material is suitable for process forming. 
B.1.4.1 Methodology 
The main steps of this test are same in the tensile test, except in the anisotropy test the 
sample is stretching up to 15% of gage length. The sample before and after stretching is 




Figure B.15 Sample before and after stretching until 15% gage length. 
 
After stretching the sample, it is removed from the tensile machine and the length and width 
were measured at three regions 1,2, and 3 into gage length as Figure B.3 is shown, and then 
calculate the average. Equation B.6 is used to calculate the plastic anisotropy in 00, 450, and 
900 to the rolling direction.  And then put the plastic anisotropic r0, r45, r90 in Equation B.7, 
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